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Justice 
Urges Joint 
Student - Faculty 
Bill  
By GINA TRAEGER 
Spartan Daily Staff Writer 
A need for a joint statement on 
both
 
faculty
 and 
student
 rights 
CSCSPA 
Chooses
 
Vic
 Lee 
President
 
ASH President Vic Lee is the 
en'
 
president
 of California State 
allege
 
Student  
President's Asso-
a t ion I CSCSPA ) following
 his 
lection at that body's transitional 
 nvention held in Long Beach 
er the 
week -end. 
With Lee's election, SJS stu-
nts now occupy the top spots in 
state-wide
 
organizations; 
inely the CSCSPA and
 
the  Cali-
rnia Intercollegiate Press Asso-
ation (CIPA), which is headed 
22- year - old radio-
 television 
tu-nalism  
major Dan Aloot. 
WINNER'S
 REACTIONS 
The 
Daily  contacted newly-
 
ted 
ASB president 
Dick Miner 
 get his 
reactions. 
He
 was not 
enthusiastic 
as might have been 
pected. 
His  remarks 
were di-
eted 
primarily
 at CSCSPA, 
since 
PA is 
a press -oriented 
organize -
on separate from 
CSCSPA. 
"As  long as our alms 
are
 syn-
lnymous, 
then it could be 
a real 
$d vantage to have 
CSCSPA's
 pies-
ontthis
 campus," Miner 
said.  
lowever, if that 
organization  re-
tuses
 to 
take a 
leadership
 role
 as 
we at SJS
 will do, then 
I foresee 
real problems."
 
"I think in the end it 
will be 
,CSCSPA 
which suffers, not SJS.
 
We have 
committed
 our adminis-
tration 
to educational 
reforms.
 
We're going 
through  with this 
whether  CSCSPA
 is with 
us 
or 
not." 
"We
 might 
find we 
have
 more 
in 
common
 with San 
Francisco 
State than 
CSCSPA,"  Miner 
con-
cluded.
 
(San  Francisco State 
re-
cently
 pulled out of the organiza-
tion.)
 
Lee commented, "In my new po-
sition, I will be a representative of 
an association of the total Cali-
fornia State College system. , In 
that light, I will not allow myself 
to get in any domestic political 
situation."  
DUAL ROLE 
Continuing, Lee said, "I cannot 
become involved 
whatsoever  in 
any one 
student
 association. I see 
my position as a dual role, One 
as a 
student  registered at 
SJS for 
academic reasons 
and the other as 
a 
president of a state-wide or-
ganization." 
Lee, 
aware  of the possibility of 
an SJS pull-out from 
the  CSCSPA, 
had offered to 
decline  his presiden-
tial
 nomination 
at the 
conclave.
 
Earl Hansen, 
reptesenting
 Miner, 
who was 
attending  a 
conflicting  
Academic
 Council 
retreat,  urged 
Lee
 to 
remain in the race. 
100
 PER 
CENT  
"SJS will  give 
Vic Lee and 
CSCSPA 100 per
 cent support as 
long as this 
body  and 
our  college 
appear  to be 
heading in 
the  same 
direction toward the 
same goals," 
Hansen told the
 convention. 
Aloot 
commented, 
"The  neces-
sity of the
 student 
to
 become 
more  
informed is 
evident.  CIPA 
working
 
with 
CSCSPA
 has the 
potential 
to inform and 
unite the student 
and 
make  him 
aware
 of the prob-
lems which exist 
on this and other 
campuses."  
With this
 knowledge 
perhaps 
students
 will be 
more inspired
 to 
do 
their part to 
act to solve 
these 
problems,"  Aloot 
concluded.  
Miner  
Requests  
Students
 
Help 
Select
 
Ombudsman
 
Students 
will be 
incorporated
 in 
the  first 
phase
 of the 
selection
 of 
a new 
ombudsman 
for SJS, ac-
cording
 to Dick Miner,
 ASB presi-
dent-elect.  
When
 Miner 
discovered  yester-
day that 
no students 
were being 
involved in the 
initial
 stages of 
selection,  he 
conferred
 with col-
lege 
President  
Robert
 D. Clark. 
Miner said 
President  Clark 
agreed that students
 should be in-
cluded in 
"all 
phases
 of 
selecting  
a new ombudsman." 
The Rev. J. 
Benton White, 
who  
has served as 
ombudsman
 since 
October, when the
 position was 
created by Dr. Clink, is leaving 
the
 post at the end of this
 semes-
ter to  
return to his duties
 
as a 
campus minister.  
Last week Dr. William Dusel, 
executive vice 
president, an-
nounced 
that student representa-
tives of the Mexican -Americans 
and Blacks on campus would be 
"invited to meet" candidates se-
lected
 by 
one  administrator
 and 
two 
department heads. 
According
 to Dr. Dusel,
 students 
would 
then participate
 in the 
recommendation to President 
Clark. 
Miner 
told
 the Daily that it was 
his concern and the concern
 of 
other students that students he in -
solved 
in "every step, including 
Guevara
 
Works  
Review Tomorrow 
Dr. James O'Connor, assistant 
professor of economics, will review 
The Collected Works of Che Gue-
vara," by 
John Gerassi tomorrow 
at 12:30
 p.m. in Faculty Cafeteria 
A 
and  B. 
Dr. O'Connor joined
 the SJS 
faculty in 1966. He earned his 
B.S. 
and 
his 
Ph.D. at 
Columbia
 Univer-
sity. 
Gerassi is 
a member of the
 
fac-
ILtiny
 at 
San Francisco 
State  Col-
lege 
and was an 
active 
participant  
in fall 
disturbances
 at that 
college. 
the initial
 ones for 
selection  of 
the 
new 
ombudsman."
 
Miner 
said he has
 two 
students  
in 
mind, one 
a Black, the
 other a 
Mexican
-American. 
He said 
he 
would 
announce 
their names
 and 
their 
appointment  
after
 conferring 
with Dr. Dusel, 
Vic Lee, 
present 
ASH
 
president,  
who 
will
 step 
down
 from 
office 
next 
week, said 
he "would
 not 
interfere 
with Miner's
 actions 
in 
regards 
to 
selection
 of 
a new 
ombudsman."  
Beilenson
 
To Speak 
Tomorrow 
State Senator Anthony C. Beil-
enson, author of California's
 new 
abortion law, will speak tomorrow 
at 12:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Au-
ditorium.
 
Beilenson, (D -Los Angeles), is 
running for United States senator. 
He entered the U.S. Senate race 
due to his concern 
over "the un-
just Vietnam war and its crippling 
effects on our efforts to alleviate 
poverty, 
rebuild cities, 
and end ra-
cial 
discrimination."  
Tim McGrath, president of SJS' 
Young Democrats (YDs), who
 are 
sponsoring  Beilenson's visit, said 
the senator is expected to 
talk
 on 
the issues
 of his campaign.
 
A poll taken
 among YDs 
throughout  California 
found
 Bell-
enson chosen "as 
their favorite 
senator,"
 McGrath 
said.  
Also,
 
Beilenson
 was voted California's 
"best all-around 
senator" by the 
Capitol press 
corps.  
The Los 
Angeles  senator is 
probably
 best known as author 
of
 
the new 
abortion  law in 
California.
 
This
 bill, described as 
one  of `the 
most controversial
 bills ever 
passed
 
by the 
Legislature, 
legalizes
 abor-
tions 
for  
victims
 of rape and
 in-
cest, and
 for women 
with serious 
health problems.
 It marks the 
first 
change in 
this law in 
over  a cen-
tury. 
ASB  
Committee
 
To Re -Discuss 
Minority Grant 
The Special Allocations 
Commit-
tee  of Student 
Council
 will meet 
this 
afternoon to 
discuss the 
$38,000  allocation made by 
council  
last week 
for  tutoring of 
minority
 
students
 entering SJS this 
fall. 
The
 allocations were
 passed 
unanimously by 
council last week,
 
but, 
because
 Act 21 
of
 the coun-
cil's
 bylaws 
requires
 all alloca-
tions over 
$100  to be acted 
upon  by 
the Special 
Allocations  
Committee
 
first, 
it
 was declared 
illegal. 
A quorum 
is expected at today's 
meeting  which 
will be held 
at
 2:30 
in 
the Student
 Affairs 
Business 
Of-
fice, 
according 
to ASB 
President 
Vic Lee. 
Lee  said he 
could  not sign 
the 
original 
allocation  as it 
"was 
not within
 the letter 
of the law." 
He said he 
definitely  
would
 sign a 
new 
allocation.  
Lee 
has  until 
Wednesday,
 May 
22, 
to
 sign the new 
allocation be-
fore 
it
 dies as a 
pocket 
veto.  
Panel Opens
 
Inquiry  
Into
 
Columbia
 
Turmoil
 
NEW  
YORK  
(AP)  - 
A 
blue
 
ribbon  
panel
 
headed
 
by
 
former
 
U.S. 
Solicitor
 
General
 
Archibald  
Cox
 opened
 
hearings  
Monday 
into 
the 
"why"
 of 
the 
turmoil
 at 
Col-
umbia  
University,
 but
 rebel 
stu-
dents 
refused
 
to 
testify.  
Cox 
said  
the
 fact
-finders
 plan
 a 
"broad
 and 
far-reaching
 
inquiry"  
into
 the 
Columbia
 
demonstrations.
 
Ile 
also  
announced
 the
 
appoint-
ment  of 
John 
S. 
Martin  
Jr., 
his  
former 
special 
assistant,  as 
coun-
sel to 
the 
commission
 to 
"hell) 
shape" 
the  hearings, 
The hearing
 opened 
with
 the re-
fusal
 of two 
student 
groups to 
testify.  
Spokesmen
 for 
a group 
called Black
 Students
 from 
Hamil-
ton 
Hall said the
 
absence
 of repre-
sentatives  
of the 
Negro  
community  
indicated
 the 
"un-impartiality"
 of 
the 
commission.
 
The
 
Student
 
Strike
 
Coordinating
 
Committee
 
claimed  
the  
panel
 has 
"little
 rela-
tion 
to the 
broader
 body
 of 
uni-
versity
 
faculty  
and 
no 
relation  
to 
the 
students
 of 
the 
university."
 
The 
student
 strikers
 
said  In 
a 
statement
 
that 
the 
panel's
 
func-
tion 
was "to
 divert
 
attention  
from 
the 
issues
 and
 to 
channel
 
energy
 
into 
safe 
areas."
 
They  
said 
"the
 
administration
 would 
rather
 
ob-
scure  
the 
issues
 
than
 
confront.
 
them  
here."
 
The five
-man panel 
was  named 
May  5 by the 
executive  
committee
 
of 
the Columbia
 faculty. 
The  com-
mittee asked
 the panel to 
estab-
lish 
the chronology
 of events 
that 
led  to the 
disturbances  
and  to look 
into 
the  
underlying
 causes of 
the 
problems. 
In addition to
 Cox, 55, now a 
member 
of
 the faculty of 
Halyard 
Law 
School,
 the panel 
includes Dr. 
Dana L. 
Farnsworth,
 63, director
 
of 
University Health
 Services at 
Harvard;
 
Jefferson  13. 
Fordham, 
62, 
dean
 of the 
University 
of
 
Pennsylvania
 
Law  School;
 Hylan 
G.
 Lewis, 
56,  
Brooklyn
 College 
sociology
 
professor;  and 
Simon II. 
Rifkind,
 64, a 
former  
federal
 judge, 
now in 
private 
law 
practice.  
Cox 
said 
he
 would 
take
 testi-
mony 
from 
all  
those
 
involved
  
administration
 
officials 
and stu-
dents,
 including
 leaders
 of the 
Stu-
dents  
for
 a 
Democratic
 Society, 
which  
started
 the 
protest.  
The 
demonstration  began April 
23. 
Students  
seized  control
 of five 
buildings
 and 
shut
 down tho 
uni-
versity 
until a 
police  raid 
early  
on
 the 
morning
 of 
April  30 
during
 
which
 more 
than  100 persons 
were 
injured and
 more than 700 ar-
rested,
 
The 
university  has 25,000 
students.
 
MISS DORIS 
M.
 BARBAREZ has 
been at SJS longer 
than any 
other 
non-academic 
employee. Sam 
Milioto, personnel
 officer, 
presents here 
with
 an invitation 
to
 the First Annual
 Service Recog-
nition Awards 
Ceremony to be 
in the Spartan 
Cafeteria  on June 
20. The ceremony will honor
 those 
non-academic 
employees
 who 
have 
worked  at SJS for
 more than 16 
years. Miss 
Barbarez  will 
have worked 
on campus for 
36 years in 
June.  Tickets for 
the 
luncheon
 go on sale 
tomorrow in the
 Cashier's 
Office  for $1.75. 
Anyone  who wishes 
may  attend. 
Luncheon
 
To 
Honor
 
Long
-Time
 
Workers
 
Miss Doris M. Barbarez
 has seen 
SJS grow for 38 years, 36 of 
which  
she has been 
employed at this col-
lege. 
She began work 
as a student as-
sistant
 in the 
placement
 office in 
January, 1930, 
when  there was a 
total enrollment of 1,773 
full-time 
students. Spring
 semester, 1968 
has 
22,375
 students. 
Miss Barbarez is a native 
of San 
Jose,  and has spent
 over half of 
her life working
 within one block 
of 
SJS.  
In 1945, 
after  15 years
 in the 
placement office, 
Miss  Barbarez 
left
 SJS to work as a 
medical
 sec-
retary in the 
Medico -Dental build-
ing on Santa
 Clara Street, 
Lunch-
time picnics on the
 near -by college 
lawns 
kept her in close 
contact 
with the academic 
community.  
She returned in June of 1947 as 
secretary 
to
 the chairman of the 
men's
 physical education depart-
ment, Glenn "Tiny" Hartranft. 
After 11 years in the 
Men's P.E. 
department, Miss Barbarez joined 
Police School 
Department  Chair-
man
 Willard E. Schmidt
 as a secre-
tary. In 1963 Melvin H. Miller 
be-
came  department
 chairman,
 and 
the Police
 School
 became 
the De-
partment
 of Law 
Enforcement
 and 
Administration.  
Since 
Miss 
Barbarez
 has 
worked 
there,  the 
number  of 
law  enforce-
ment 
majors  has 
almost  
doubled,  
and 
the 
department  
will  offer 
a 
master's 
program in 
Fall 
semester
 
1968-69. 
Considering
 her
 life 
on
 this 
cam-
pus, 
Miss Barbarez
 says, 
"San  Jose 
State  is 
my
 home 
now.  I've 
spent 
many, 
many happy
 hours 
and days 
here.  I've 
enjoyed 
every 
depart-
ment 
I've worked
 in to 
the  fullest."
 
SJS's 
Personnel  
Office  will 
honor its 
non-academic  
employees  
on June 
20
 with the 
First Annual
 
Service
 
Recognition
 Awards
 cere-
mony.  Over 
40 employees,
 includ-
ing 
Miss  Barbarez,
 will 
receive
 
pins from 
President 
Robert  D. 
Clark 
for their 15 
or more 
years  
of
 service. 
Tickets
 for the
 award's 
luncheon  
will
 go on 
sale
 tomorrow 
in the 
Cashier's
 Office for 
$1.75,  and any-
one 
who wishes 
may attend. 
Ex-
ecutive
 Vice President Dr.
 William 
Dusel will 
emcee  the program 
in 
the 
Spartan
 Cafeteria.
 
was pointed out by ASB Judiciary 
Chief Justice,
 Lewis 
Solitske  yes-
terday afternoon.
 
He
 had just sat in on two-and -a 
half-hours of discussion 
between
 
Earl 
Hansen,  
senior speech
 
major  
and Dr. Clarence Flick, general 
adviser -manager for KSJS-FM. 
The 
purpose of the meeting, 
which also included Dr. William 
J, Dusel, 
executive
 
vice
 
president  
was to bring the 
student and fac-
ulty 
members
 together in hopes of 
obtaining
 a reconcilliation between 
the two parties.
 
RESULTS
 TODAY 
Full 
results
 of 
the meeting will 
be announced 
today by Dr. Dusel 
in a 
prepared statement.
 Be was 
unable to 
announce the results 
last 
night  because 
"there
 is still 
some 
points  
to be 
resolved
 in my 
own 
mind  
before 
releasing
 the
 dep-
osition." 
However,
 Solitske
 said a decision 
had 
been reached as to 
what
 will 
happen
 concerning 
Hansen, who 
was 
suspended
 by Dr. Flick 
from
 
KSJS
 early 
this
 semester.
 
Hansen 
later stated
 that his 
stu-
dent rights had 
been violated, 
under the 
president's 
Interim 
Statement
 on 
Students  Rights and 
Responsibilities.
 His case
 was 
heant 
before the 
Judiciary,  since
 
no separate 
board had 
been estab-
lished 
for hearing 
cases  concerning
 
the 
new 
student
 
document.
 
The 
Judiciary  
made 
certain 
recommendations
 which
 were 
then  
given 
to the 
Administration
 for 
consideration.  
Dr. Dusel
 last week
 
said 
that
 Dr. 
Flick's 
rights 
as
 a 
faculty 
member  had 
been violated
 
by the
 Judiciary
 since 
the Aca-
demic 
Council
 provides
 a statement
 
on faculty 
rights.
 
RECONCILIATION
 
It
 was Dr. 
Dusers 
suggestion  
that the 
Judiciary 
bring  Dr. Flick 
and 
Hansen 
together  
for  reconcil-
liation 
and 
yesterday's  
meeting  
was
 the 
result.
 
"I was 
informed 
that 
certain
 of 
the ASH
 Judiciary
 
recommenda-
tions 
had been 
accepted,"  
said  
Solitske. 
The  recommendation
 that 
an 
ad
 hoc
 
committee
 to review 
KSJS' 
operation'  
was  sr:tented.
 - 
"The 
faculty
 and staff
 of KSJS 
Faculty
 
Vacancies
 
Unfilled
 
in 
Colleges
 
With 
the 
recruiting  
season  
for  
state  college
 faculty 
almost 
over,  
only
 30 per 
cent of 
next 
year's
 ex-
pected 
faculty  
vacancies
 have 
been  
filled 
statewide.
 
But 
recruiting  
is still 
about 
one  
month  
ahead  
of
 last 
year's  
hiring  
drive, 
when 
many  
prospective
 fac-
ulty 
members
 
were 
shying  away 
from 
signing 
contracts
 because
 of 
Gov. 
Ronald  
Reagan's  
proposed  
budget
 cuts. 
Dr.
 C. Manse!
 
Keene,  
assistant  
chancellor
 for 
faculty 
and 
staff 
affairs
 for 
the state 
college 
system, 
said 
that
 many 
unfilled 
positions 
will
 probably
 go 
to 
part-time  
teachers  
next year.
 
Keene 
said 
"The
 system
 faces 
a 
difficult  
task
 in 
finding  
enough  
qualified
 faculty 
to 
accommodate
 
next
 fall's 
expected 
student 
enroll-
ment
 of 
205,000."  
Student 
By WYNN COOK 
Spartan Daily Editor 
Kenneth Jones, 21 - 
year  - old 
Black senior English 
major,  told 
the Daily late yesterday evening 
he has filed 
a complaint with 
Ombudsman J. Ben 
ton
 White 
against Professor Melvin H. Mil-
ler, chairman of SJS' Law En-
forcement and 
Administration
 de-
partment. Miller
 says he mistook 
Jones for  one of his majors, which 
caused the incident 
under  com-
plaint. 
In the complaint, Jones 
says he 
was 
going  to his English Novels 
class, 
located on the fifth floor of 
MacQuarrie Hall
 where the law 
enforcement 
classes  and photo labs 
are also 
located.
 He had an ap-
pointment 
with
 County District 
Attorney's  office at 9 a.m. today 
to see if he 
could 
pursue  the mat-
ter in the
 civil 
courts.
 
Jones relates he passed Miller 
in the hall on the way to 
class, 
whereupon
 the 
latter told 
Jones, 
"Take your hat 
off." At this point, 
Jones said Miller "snatched at my 
hat, 
brushing  
my
 
forehead  
in the 
Jones said he re -positioned his 
hat and 
told
 Miller, "If you'll ask 
Files
 
Complaint
 
kindly, I will.
 Otherwise wear 
It any 
time and anywhere I 
want 
to." To this, he 
says
 Miller replied, 
"Not in 
this  building you 
won't,"  
and left 
Miller
 says 
"It  was a case of 
mistaken identity.
 I mistook Mr. 
Jones for a law enforcement stu-
dent.
 Almost all students on the 
fifth floor of this building
 are law 
enforcement
 majors. I often 
do
 
this with my students to 
stream
 
courtesy  training. 
"Under the circumstances I was 
wrong. He has may abject apolo-
gies," Miller continued. He said 
he 
didn't hear Jones' reply to his pre-
liminary request to remove the hat. 
Miller  says he did not. retort, "Not 
in this building you won't," 
and 
says
 
both
 
went 
their 
separate
 
ways.
 
Jones, commenting on Miller's 
apology, 
said,  "It wasn't from the 
heart. If he (Miller) was the type 
of person who 
would  
feel
 
sorry
 
for 
such an 
act, he 
never would 
have
 
oanunitted it in the first place." 
Miller reiterated 
his initial posi-
tion. "We
 try to teach 
police 
school students courtesy. I 
thought
 
Mr. 
Jones was a police school ma-
jor and I tried to tip 
off  his hat 
as I often do to 
my students. Be-
fore I 
could  
straighten  
the 
matter  
out, 
he was gone.
 
"It was 
a 
mistake
 on 
my part,
 
no 
question  
about  it. 
I'm sorry
 it 
happened.
 I 
should
 have 
asked 
what 
his major
 was. 
We
 are 
both 
the 
victims 
of 
circumstances.
 I 
(Continued
 op 
Page
 4) 
will receive a copy 
of the station's 
rules and regulations and copies 
of 
the  interim statement. They are 
urged to familiarize 
themselves 
with the 
contents.  It is 
to
 be made 
abundantly  clear
 that the 
interim  
statement
 pertains 
to
 and covers 
all  
students  at 
SJS at 
all  times. 
"The 
case  points
 out 
a definite 
need
 tor a 
combined  
statement  
on 
both
 
faculty  
and  student
 rights so 
that 
a 
student
 
knows  
exactly 
where
 he 
stands 
in relation
 to 
other 
students, 
the 
faculty
 and 
ad-
ministration
 and 
that
 proper 
griev-
ance
 procedure
 be 
established  
to 
handle  all 
cases of 
alleged 
viola-
tion of 
students' 
rights," 
said 
Solitske. 
Solon
 
Says,
 
'Never
 
Was  
A 
Tau 
Delt'  
State  Sen. 
Clark L. 
Bradley 
(R -
San
 Jose), 
censured
 by SJS
 Tau 
Delta 
Phi 
last 
week, 
told the 
Daily 
Saturday  
he 
never  was
 a 
member
 of the 
honorary  
scholastic 
fraternity.  
He said 
the  letter 
he received
 
from the 
group 
was  the 
first  he 
had 
heard  of being
 a 
member.
 "My 
grades 
were  
never  good 
enough,"
 
he said.
 "I'm sorry
 to disappoint
 
them,
 but 
they
 can't 
hold me 
to 
an 
oath
 of 
brotherhood  
which 
I 
never 
took." 
Tau 
Delta  Phi 
passed 
a resolu-
tion
 last week 
saying 
Sen.
 Bradley, 
as
 a former
 
member,
 did
 not act
 in 
accordance  
with  the 
fraternity's
 
goal. 
Their  goal,
 the 
resolution  
said, "is to 
further 
excellence  in 
higher 
education 
and 
perpetuation
 
thereof  for
 all 
students."  
Sen. 
Bradley  has 
been 
criticized  
by the
 group 
for 
opposing
 pro-
grams  such 
as the 
Tutorials  
pro-
gram and 
the  New College.
 Sen. 
Bradley  told 
the  Daily 
such
 pro-
grams  represent
 a lowering
 of the 
standards
 of 
education  
because 
they allow 
students to 
plan their 
own  programs
 and 
have no 
grading  
or exams.
 
Sen. 
Bradley said
 he wants
 
standards  to be 
maintained. 
"Any 
attempt 
to maintain
 the 
stand-
ards is to 
further excellence
 of 
higher 
education,"  
he
 said. 
Camera
 Club 
Sets  
May  24 
Deadline  
In 
Photo
 
Contest
 
Friday,  
May  24 
at 5 p.m.
 is the
 
deadline  for
 entering
 an all
-college 
photo 
contest  
sponsored  
by Kappa
 
Alpha
 Mu, 
professional
 
photojour-
nalism  
society.
 
There 
are  four 
categories:
 col-
lege 
life, 
pictorial,  
"category  
X,"  
and best 
color 
picture.  First
 place 
winners  
will 
receive
 a $10
 gift 
cer-
tificate  and 
a plaque. 
Prints  should
 be at 
least 8x10 
inches 
and  mounted
 on 16x20 
boards.
 Pictures
 must 
have 
been 
taken 
since  June 
30,  1966. 
All  
black 
and white 
entries 
must  have 
been 
processed  by 
the 
entrant.  
Entry 
forms 
may  be 
picked
 up in 
JC112. 
All
 winning
 pictures
 and
 spe-
cially 
selected  
pictures  
will
 remain 
the 
property 
of the 
sponsors
 for 
summer  
college 
display.
 These 
pic-
tures, 
however,
 may 
be picked
 up 
after Sept. 30 
by 
the 
contestant.
 
Law 
Enforcement
 
Equipment
 
On 
Display
 
for  
Police
 
Week
 
The 
SJS 
Department 
of Law
 En-
forcement
 
and  
Administration
 
will 
sponsor
 a two-day
 
observance
 
of 
National
 
Police
 
Week
 
beginning
 
with 
displays  
and 
demonstrations
 
this 
morning
 
at
 9 
in
 the 
MacQuar-
rie  Hall 
patio. 
Richard
 
Grace,
 
assistant,
 
profes-
sor 
of 
law 
enforcement
 
and 
Na-
tional
 
Police  
Week
 
coordinator
 in 
San
 
Jose,  
announces
 
that
 
Lambda
 
Alpha
 
Epsilon
 
and  
Chi  
Pi
 
Sigma,
 
department
 
fraternities,
 
will 
spon-
sor 
the 
special
 
program.
 Theme
 
for 
the  
presentation
 is 
"Law
 
Enforce-
ment
 and the 
Community."
 
This 
morning
 
local
 and 
Bay 
Area  
law 
enforcement
 departments
 and 
organizations  
will  gather 
to pre-
sent 
examples
 of the latest modern 
police 
equipment, communications 
services  
and 
technology used in the 
public 
interest.  
This afternoon at 1:30, four 
San  
Jose police 
officers and their dogs 
will 
present a 
45
-minute K-9
 corps 
demonst rat
 ion. 
On Saturday, May 
18,
 from 10 
a.m. 
to 4 p.m., the San Jose Po-
llee
 
Department will 
hold "Open 
House,"  
with
 guided 
tours 
of
 the 
police facility, exhibits and dis-
plays.  
The entire program is free and 
open to the
 public. 
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CSCSPA  
Chooses
 
Vie  
Lee
 
President
 
ASB 
President
 Vic 
Lee  is the 
new president of California
 State 
College Student President's Asso-
ciation tCSCSPA ) following his 
election at that body's transitional
 
convention held in Long Beach 
over
 the week -end. 
With  Lee's election, SJS stu-
dents now occupy the top spots in 
two 
state-wide
 organizations; 
namely the
 
CSCSPA
 
and the 
Cali-
fornia Intercollegiate Press 
Asso-
ciation ICIPA), which is headed 
by 22 -year - old radio- television 
journalism major Dan 
Aloot, 
WINNER'S 
REACTIONS  
The Daily 
contacted
 newly -
elected ASH 
president
 Dick Miner 
to get his 
reactions.  He was 
not 
as enthusiastic as might 
have  been 
expected.
 His remarks were di-
rected primarily at 
CSCSPA, since 
CIPA is a press
-oriented organiza-
tion 
separate from CSCSPA. 
"As long as our 
alms are syn-
onymous, then it could be a 
real 
advantage
 
to
 have CSCSPA's 
pres-
ident on this campus," 
Miner said. 
"However,  if that organization re-
fuses to 
take
 a leadership
 role as 
we at SJS 
will  do, then I foresee 
real 
problems." 
"I think in the end it will be 
CSCSPA which suffers, not
 SJS. 
We have  
committed our 
adminis-
tration to 
educational
 reforms. 
We're  going through with 
this 
whether CSCSPA is with
 us or 
not." 
"We
 might find 
we
 have more 
in 
common  with 
San Francisco 
State
 than CSCSPA,"
 Miner con-
cluded. (San 
Francisco State 
re-
cently  pulled out 
of
 the organiza-
tion.) 
Lee commented,
 "In my new po-
sition, I will be 
a representative of 
an association of the total
 Cali-
fornia State College system. In 
that light, I will not allow 
myself 
to get in any domestic political 
situation." 
DIAL ROLE 
Continuing, Lee
 said, "I cannot 
become involved whatsoever in 
any one student
 association.
 I see 
my position as a dual role. 
One  
as a student registered at SJS for 
academic 
reasons and the other as 
a president of a state-wide or-
ganization." 
Lee, aware of the possibility of 
an SJS pull-out from the CSCSPA, 
had offered to decline his presiden-
tial nomination at the 
conclave.
 
Earl Hansen, representing Miner, 
who was attending
 a conflicting 
Academic 
Council retreat, urged 
Lee to remain in the race. 
100 PER CENT 
"SJS will give Vic Lee and 
CSCSPA 100 per 
cent support as 
long as this body and
 our college 
appear to be 
heading in the same
 
direction toward the same
 goals," 
Hansen told the 
convention.  
Aloot commented, "The 
neces-
sity of the 
student to become
 more 
informed is 
evident.  CIPA working 
with 
CSCSPA  has the potential
 
to inform and unite
 the student 
and 
make  him aware of the 
prob-
lems which exist on this 
and  other 
campuses."  
With this knowledge perhaps 
students will be 
more inspired to 
do 
their  
part  to act to solve 
these  
problems,"  Aloot 
concluded. 
Miner  
Requests
 Students
 
Help 
Select  
Ombudsman
 
Students will
 be incorporated
 in 
the first phase 
of the selection of 
a new 
ombudsman  for 
SJS, ac-
cording to 
Dick Miner, 
ASB presi-
dent-elect. 
When
 Miner discovered
 yester-
day that 
no students were 
being  
involved
 in the initial stages 
of 
selection,
 he conferred
 with col-
lege 
President  Robert
 D. Clark. 
Miner said President
 Clark 
agreed  that students
 should be in-
cluded in "all phases of 
selecting  
a new ombudsman." 
The Rev. J. 
Benton
 White, who 
has 
served as ombudsman 
since 
October, when the position
 was 
created by Dr. Clark, is leaving 
the post at the end of this
 semes-
ter to return to 
his  duties as a 
campus minister. 
Last week 
Dr. William Dusel, 
executive vice president, an-
nounced
 that student representa-
tives of the Mexican
-Americans 
and 
Blacks 
on 
campus
 
would be 
"invited to 
meet" 
candidates
 se-
lected
 
by one 
administrator
 and 
two 
department  
heads.
 
According  to Dr. Dusel, students 
would
 
then  
participate
 
in the 
recommendation
 to President
 
Clark.
 
Miner told 
the Daily 
that it 
was 
his concern and the concern of 
other students that students he in-
volved in "every step, including 
Guevara  Works 
Review Tomorrow 
Dr. James O'Connor, assistant 
professor of economics, will review 
"The Collected Works of Che Gue-
vara," 
by John Gerassi tomormw 
at 12:30 p.m. in Faculty Cafeteria 
A and B. 
Dr. O'Connor joined the SJS 
faculty in 1966. He earned his B.S. 
and his Ph.D. at 
Columbia
 Univer-
sity. 
Gerassi
 is 
a 
member
 of 
the fac-
ulty at San Francisco 
State Col-
lege 
and was an active participant 
in fall 
disturbances
 at 
that
 
college.  
the 
initial
 ones for 
selection  of the 
new 
ombudsman." 
Miner said he 
has two students 
in mind,
 one a Black, the 
other  a 
Mexican -American.
 He said he 
would announce
 their names 
and 
their 
appointment  
after
 conferring 
with Dr. Dose!,
 
Vic 
Lee,  present ASB 
president,  
who will step 
down from 
office  
next week,
 said he "would
 not 
interfere
 with Miner's 
actions in 
regards  to 
selection 
of a 
new 
ombudsman."  
Beilenson
 
To Speak 
Tomorrow  
State Senator
 Anthony C. Bell-
enson, author of California's new 
abortion law, 
will
 speak tomorrow 
at 12:30 p.m. in Morris Dailey Au-
ditorium.
 
Beilenson, (D-Los Angeles), is 
running for United States senator. 
He entered the U.S. Senate race 
due to his concern over "the un-
just Vietnam war and its 
crippling 
effects  on our efforts to 
alleviate
 
poverty,  rebuild cities, and end ra-
cial 
discrimination."  
Tim McGrath, president of SJS' 
Young Democrats 
t YDs), who are 
sponsoring  Beilenson's visit, 
said 
the senator is 
expected
 to talk on 
the issues
 of his 
campaign.  
A poll 
taken  among YDs 
throughout  California 
found  Bell-
enson chosen
 "as their favorite 
senator,"  
McGrath
 said. 
Also, 
Beilenson
 was voted 
California's 
"best all-around
 senator" by the 
Capitol press corps.
 
The Los
 Angeles senator is 
probably  best known as 
author of 
the new 
abortion  law in 
California.  
This bill, described 
as one of 'the 
most 
controversial
 bills ever
 passed 
by the
 Legislature, 
legalizes abor-
tions for 
victims
 of rape 
and in-
cest,  and for 
women  with 
serious
 
health 
problems.  It 
marks  the first 
change
 in this law
 in over 
a cen-
tury.  
ASB 
Committee  
To Re
-Discuss  
Minority
 Grant 
The 
Special
 Alioeations Commit-
tee of 
Student
 Council will meet 
this afternoon 
to discuss 
the 
$38,000 allocation 
made  by council 
last 
week for tutoring 
of minority 
students  entering
 SJS this fall. 
The allocations 
were passed 
unanimously
 by council last week,
 
but, because Act
 21 of the coun-
cil's 
bylaws  requires all 
alloca-
tions  over $100 to 
be
 acted upon by 
the 
Special  Allocations
 Conunittee 
first, it was 
declared  illegal. 
A quorum is expected 
at today's 
meeting 
which  will be 
held
 at 2:30 
in the 
Student 
Affairs  
Business  Of-
fice, 
according
 to ASB
 President 
Vic 
Lee. Lee said
 he could not
 sign 
the 
original  
allocation
 as it "was 
not within 
the  letter of 
the law." 
He said he 
definitely  would 
sign  a 
new 
allocation.
 
Lee 
has until 
Wednesday,  
May
 
22, to sign
 the new allocation
 be-
fore it 
dies as a 
pocket  veto. 
Panel 
Opens  
Inquiry
 
Into
 
Columbia
 
Turmoil
 
NEW 
YORK 
(AP)
  
A 
blue 
ribbon
 panel
 
headed
 by 
former
 
U.S.  
Solicitor  
General
 
Archibald
 
Cox 
opened 
hearings 
Monday
 into 
the 
"why" 
of the 
turmoil
 at 
Col-
umbia 
University,
 but 
rebel  stu-
dents 
refused 
to 
testify.  
Cox 
said
 the 
fact
-finders
 plan 
a 
"broad 
and 
far-reaching
 
inquiry"
 
into
 the 
Columbia  
demonstrations.
 
He 
also 
announced
 the 
appoint-
ment
 of 
John
 S. 
Martin 
Jr., his 
former special
 assistant, as 
coun-
sel 
to  the 
commission  
to
 "help 
shape"
 the 
hearings,
 
The 
hearing  opened 
with  the re-
fusal 
of 
two student groups
 
to 
testify. 
Spokesmen  for a 
group 
called
 Black 
Students
 from 
Hamil-
ton Hall said 
the absence 
of repre-
sentatives of the
 Negro 
community
 
indicated 
the 
"un-impartiality"
 of 
the 
commission.  
The Student
 
Strike 
Coordinating 
Committee 
claimed the 
panel has 
"little rela-
tion to 
the 
broader  
body  of 
uni 
versity
 
faculty
 and 
no 
relation  
to
 
the
 
students
 
of the 
university."
 
The 
student  
strikers  said in a 
statement
 that 
the 
panel's  
func-
tion
 
was  
"to divert 
attention
 from 
the 
issues
 and 
to
 
channel
 
energy
 
into 
safe 
areas." 
They 
said 
"the 
administration
 
would  
rather
 ob-
scure  
the 
issues  
than 
confront.
 
them  
here."
 
The 
five
-man 
panel  was 
named
 
May 
5 by the executive
 committee 
of the 
Columbia 
faculty.  The 
com-
mittee asked
 the panel to 
estab-
lish the 
chronology of 
events that 
led to 
the 
disturbances
 and to 
look 
into the 
underlying  
causes
 of the 
problems.
 
In 
addition
 to Cox, 
55, now a 
member of the 
faculty of Harvard 
Law 
School,
 the panel includes
 Dr. 
Dana
 L. Farnsworth,
 63, director
 
of University
 Health 
Services  at 
Harvard;
 
Jefferson 
B.
 Fordham, 
62, dean 
of the 
University  of 
Pennsylvania  Law 
School;  Hylan 
G. Lewis, 56, 
Brooklyn College 
sociology  
professor;  and 
Simon H. 
Rif 
kind,  64, a 
former 
federal
 judge, 
now in 
private 
law 
practice.  
Cox 
said 
he 
would take 
testi-
mony
 
from all 
those  
involved
  
administration  
officials  and
 stu-
dents,
 
including
 leaders of the Stu-
dents
 for 
a 
Democratic  Society, 
which  
started
 the 
protest.  
The 
demonstration
 began 
April 
23. 
Students
 
seized
 control 
of
 five 
buildings 
and 
shut
 
down
 the uni-
versity 
until a 
police  raid 
early  
on the 
morning  of 
April  30 
during
 
which more than 
100 persons were 
Injured
 and
 more than 700 ar-
rested.
 The 
university  has
 '25,000 
students.  
Justice  
Urges Joint 
Student
 - Faculty 
Bill  
By GINA 
TRAEGER
 
was pointed out by ASH 
Judiciary
 
Spartan 
Daily  Staff Writer Chief Justice, Lewis Solitske yes -
A 
need for a joint statement on 
terday afternoon. 
both faculty and 
student rights He had just sat in on 
two-and -a 
  half-hours of discussion between 
MISS DORIS 
M.
 BARBAREZ 
has  been at SJS 
longer than any 
other 
non-academic  
employee.  Sam 
Milioto, personnel
 officer, 
presents  here with
 an invitation 
to the First 
Annual  Service 
Recog-
nition
 Awards 
Ceremony  to be 
in the Spartan
 Cafeteria on 
June 
20. The ceremony will honor 
those 
non-academic 
employees
 
who 
have 
worked
 at SJS  for
 more than 15 
years. Miss 
Barbarez  will 
have worked 
on
 campus for 
36 years in 
June.  Tickets for 
the 
luncheon
 go on sale 
tomorrow in 
the  Cashier's 
Office  for $1.25.
 
Anyone 
who  wishes may 
attend. 
Luncheon
 
To 
Honor
 
Long
-Time
 
Workers
 
Miss Doris 
M.
 
Barbarez has
 seen 
SJS grow for
 38 years, 36 
of
 which 
she has been 
employed at this 
col-
lege. 
She began work 
as a student as-
sistant in 
the placement 
office  in 
January,
 1930, when 
there was a 
total enrollment
 of 1,773 full-time
 
students. Spring 
semester,  1968 
has 22,375
 students. 
Miss
 Barbarez 
is a native of San 
Jose, and
 has spent over 
half  of 
her
 life working 
within  one block 
of SJS. 
In 1945, after
 15 years 
in the 
placement office, Miss 
Barbarez  
left SJS to work 
as a medical sec-
retary  in the Medico
-Dental build-
ing
 on Santa Clara
 Street. Lunch-
time 
picnics
 on the near
-by college 
lawns kept 
her in close 
contact  
with the academic 
community.  
She returned 
in June of 1947 as 
secretary to the 
chairman  of the 
men's physical 
education  depart-
ment, Glenn "Tiny"
 Hartranft. 
After 11 years in the Men's 
P.E.  
department, Miss
 Barbarez joined 
Police  School Department
 Chair-
man Willard 
E. Schmidt  
as a secre-
tary. In 
1963
 Melvin H. 
Miller  be-
came 
department
 chairman,
 and 
the 
Police
 School 
became 
the  De-
partment
 of Law 
Enforcement
 and 
Administration.  
Since Miss
 Barbarez
 has worked
 
there,
 the number
 of law 
enforce-
ment majors
 has 
almost
 doubled,
 
and the 
department
 will 
offer a 
master's  
program  in 
Fall semester
 
1968-69. 
Considering
 her 
life  on 
this
 cam-
pus, Miss
 Barbarez
 says, 
"San
 Jose 
State
 is my 
home 
now.
 I've 
spent  
many, 
many  happy
 hours 
and  days 
here.  I've 
enjoyed  
every  
depart-
ment 
I've worked
 in to the 
fullest." 
SJS's 
Personnel  Office 
will 
honor 
its 
non-academic
 
employees
 
on 
June 20 
with the 
First  Annual
 
Service
 Recognition
 Awards cere-
mony.  Over 
40
 employees,
 includ-
ing Miss 
Barbarez, 
will receive
 
phis from 
President  Robert
 D. 
Clark for 
their 15 
or
 more 
years  
of
 service. 
Tickets  for the 
award's  luncheon 
will 
go on sale 
tomorrow in 
the 
Cashier's 
Office for 
$1.75,  and any-
one 
who  wishes 
may attend. 
Ex-
ecutive Vice
 President Dr. 
William 
Dusel  will emcee 
the program in 
the 
Spartan
 Cafeteria. 
affairs
 for the 
state 
college
 system,
 
said that
 many 
unfilled 
positions 
will 
probably 
go to 
part-time
 
teachers  next
 year. 
Keene 
said  "The 
system 
faces a 
difficult
 task 
in
 finding 
enough 
qualified  
faculty  to  
accommodate
 
next 
fall's  expected 
student
 enroll-
ment 
of 205,000."
 
Student
 
Files
 
Complaint
 
By 
WYNN COOK 
Spartan Daily 
Editor 
Kenneth Jones, 21 - year - old 
Black senior English major; told 
the Daily late yesterday evening 
he has filed a complaint with 
Ombudsman J. Benton White 
against Professor Melvin H. Mil-
ler, chairman of SJS' Law En-
forcement and Administration de-
partment Miller says he mistook 
Jones for one of his majors, which 
caused the incident under com-
plaint.
 
In the complaint.  Jones says he 
was going to his English Novels
 
class, located on the fifth floor of 
MacQuarrie Hall where the law 
enforcement classes and photo labs
 
are 
also 
located. 
He had
 an ap-
pointment with County District 
Attorney's 
office at 9 a.m,
 today 
to see if he could pursue the mat-
ter in the 
civil courts. 
Jones relates he passed Miller 
in the hall on the way to class, 
whereupon the latter told 
Jones,
 
"Take your 
hat.  off." At this point, 
Jones 
said Miller 
"snatched
 at my 
hat, brushing 
my
 forehead in the 
process."
Jones said he re -positioned his 
hat and told 
Miller,
 "If you'll ask 
kindly, I will.
 Otherwise I'll 
wear 
It
 any time and 
anywhere  I want 
to." To 
this,  he says Miller 
replied, 
"Not
 in this building
 you won't," 
and left. 
Miller  says "It was a case of 
mistaken  identity. I mistook 
Mr.  
Jones for a law
 enforcement stu-
dent. Almost all students
 on the 
fifth floor of this building are 
law 
enforcement majors.
 I often do 
this with my students
 to stress 
courtesy 
training.  
"Under the circumstances I was 
wrong. He has may. abject apolo-
gies," Miller continued. He said he 
didn't hear Jones'
 reply to 
his  
Pre-
liminary request to remove the hat. 
Miller says he did not 
retort, "Not 
in this building you won't," and 
says both went their separate 
waYs.
 
Jones, commenting on Miller's 
apology, said, "It wasn't from the 
heart. If he (Miller) was the type 
of person who would feel sorry for 
such an 
act,
 he never 
would 
have
 
ocerunitteci it in the first place." 
Miller reiterated his initial posi-
tion. "We try 
to teach police 
school students courtesy. I thought 
Mr. 
Jones was
 a police 
school  
ma-
jor 
and  I tried to tip off his hat 
as 
I often do to my students.
 Be-
fore I 
could 
straighten
 the 
matter  
out, he 
was  gone. 
"It  was 
a mistake
 on 
my part,
 
no 
question
 about
 it. 
I'm sorry
 it 
happened.
 
I should 
have 
asked 
what  his
 major 
was. 
We
 are 
both 
the 
victims  
of 
circumsUinces.
 I 
(Continued
 on 
Page 4) 
Earl Hansen,
 senior speech major 
and Dr. Clarence Flick, general 
adviser -manager
 for KSJS-FM. 
The purpose of the meeting, 
which also included Dr. William 
J. 
Du.sel,
 executive 
vice
 
president
 
was  to bring the student and 
fac-
ulty members together
 in hopes of 
obtaining a 
reconcilliation  between 
the two 
parties.
 
RESULTS 
TODAY  
Full results of the meeting will 
be announced today by 
Dr.  Dusel 
in a prepared
 statement. He was 
unable to announce 
the results 
last night 
because  "there is 
still 
some
 points to be 
resolved in my 
own 
mind before 
releasing
 the dep-
osition." 
However, 
Solitske
 said 
a decision 
had been reached
 as to what 
will 
happen 
concerning  
Hansen,  who 
was suspended 
by Dr. Flick from 
KSJS
 early this 
semester.  
Hansen 
later  stated 
that  his stu-
dent 
rights
 had been
 violated, 
under
 t he 
president's  
interim 
Statement
 on 
Students
 Rights 
and  
Responsibilities.  
His case 
was 
heard 
before  the 
Judiciary,
 since 
no 
separate 
board  had 
been
 estab-
lished for
 hearing 
cases  concerning
 
the new
 student
 
document.
 
The 
Judiciary  
made 
certain  
recommendations
 which 
were 
then
 
given 
to
 the 
Administration
 for 
consideration.
 
Dr. Dusel 
last week
 
said 
that
 Dr. 
Flick's 
rights 
as
 a 
faculty 
member  had 
been violated
 
by 
the Judiciary
 since 
the Aca-
demic 
Council  
provides
 a 
statement  
on faculty 
rights.  
RECONCILIATION
 
It was Dr.
 Dusel's 
suggestion  
that the
 Judiciary 
bring  Dr. Flick 
and 
Hansen  
together  for
 reconcil-
Ration 
and 
yesterday's  
meeting  
was 
the 
result.
 
"I 
was 
informed
 that
 certain 
of 
the ASB 
Judiciary 
recommenda-
tions had 
been 
accepted,"  said 
Solitske.
 The 
recommendation
 that 
an 
ad hoc 
committee 
to review 
KSJS' 
operation
 wag
 
aceepted.
 
"The 
faculty  and
 staff 
of
 KSJS 
Faculty
 
Vacancies
 
Unfilled
 
in 
Colleges
 
With 
the 
recruiting  
season  for 
state
 college 
faculty 
almost 
over,  
only
 30 per 
cent  of 
next
 year's 
ex-
pected  
faculty  
vacancies  
have  been 
filled 
statewide.  
But 
recruiting
 is 
still 
about  
one  
month  
ahead  of 
last 
year's
 hiring
 
drive,  
when
 many
 
prospective
 
fac-
ulty
 
members
 
were
 shying
 away 
from 
signing  
contracts  
because  of 
Gov. 
Ronald 
Reagan's
 
proposed
 
budget 
cuts. 
Dr. 
C. Manse'
 Keene,
 
assistant
 
chancellor 
for 
faculty and 
staff
 
Friday,  
May 24 at 
5 p.m. 
is 
the 
deadline
 for 
entering  
an all
-college  
photo 
contest
 
sponsored
 by
 
Kenna  
Alpha
 Mu, 
professional
 photojour-
nalism  
society.
 
There  are 
four 
categories:
 col-
lege  life,
 pictorial,
 
"category
 X,"
 
and 
best color
 picture.
 First 
place 
winners
 
will  receive
 a $10 
gift 
cer-
tificate  and 
a plaque. 
Prints
 should 
be at 
least  8x10 
inches and 
mounted 
on 16x20 
boards. 
Pictures  
must have
 been 
taken since 
June 30, 
1966.  All 
black 
and  white 
entries  
must
 have 
been
 processed
 by the 
entrant 
Entry 
forms  may 
be picked 
up in 
JC112. 
All 
winning
 pictures 
and spe-
cially 
selected 
pictures
 will 
remain
 
the property
 of the sponsors
 
for 
summer 
college  display. 
These  pic-
tures, however, 
may  be picked up 
after 
Sept. 30 by the 
contestant.  
will receive a 
copy of the station's
 
ruks arid regulations and copies 
of the 
interim 
statement.  They
 are 
urged to familiarize themselves 
with the contents. It 
is to be made 
abundantly  clear that 
the interim 
statement
 pertains to and 
covers
 
all students at SJS
 at all times. 
"The 
case
 points out 
a definite 
need
 for a 
cornbined
 statement
 on 
both 
faculty and 
student 
rights  so 
Chat 
a student
 knows
 
exactly
 
where
 he 
stands  in 
relation 
to 
other 
students,  the
 faculty 
and ad-
ministration
 and
 that 
proper  griev-
ance 
procedure 
be established
 to 
handle 
all cases 
of alleged
 viola-
tion
 of 
students'  
rights," 
said 
Solitske 
Solon
 
Says,
 
'Never
 
Was
 
A 
Tau
 
Dele  
State 
Sen.
 Clark 
L.
 Bradley 
(R
-
San
 Jose),  
censured  by 
SJS Tau 
Delta  Phi 
last week,
 told 
the 
Daily 
Saturday  
he never
 was 
a 
member
 of the 
honorary  
scholastic  
fraternity.  
He said 
the  letter 
he received 
from
 the 
group 
was  the 
first  he 
had 
heard  of being 
a member. 
"My 
grades 
were  never 
good  enough,"
 
he 
said.  "I'm sorry 
to disappoint
 
them,
 but they
 can't 
hold me 
to 
an oath
 of 
brotherhood
 
which  I 
never took."
 
Tau 
Delta  Phi 
passed  a 
resolu-
tion  last week 
saying Sen.
 Bradley, 
as a former
 
member,
 did 
not act in 
accordance  
with  the 
fraternity's
 
goal. 
Their goal, 
the resolution
 
said, "is to 
further excellence
 in 
higher
 education 
and 
perpetuation
 
thereof  for 
all students."
 
Sen. 
Bradley  has 
been criticized
 
by the
 group for
 opposing 
pro-
grams 
such as 
the Tutorials
 pro-
gram and the 
New College,
 Sen. 
Bradley
 told the 
Daily such
 pro-
grams  represent 
a lowering of 
the 
standards
 of 
education
 because
 
they 
allow 
students
 to plan 
their 
own 
programs
 and have 
no grading
 
or exams.
 
Sen. 
Bradley
 said 
he
 wants 
standards  to be maintained.
 "Any 
attempt 
to
 maintain 
the stand-
ards  is to 
further
 excellence 
of 
higher  education," 
he said. 
Camera
 Club Sets
 
May 
24 
Deadline
 
In 
Photo
 
Contest
 
Law
 
Enforcement
 
Equipment
 
On 
Display
 
for 
Police
 
Week  
The 
SJS 
Department
 of 
Law  
En-
forcement
 and
 
Administration
 will 
sponsor
 a 
two-day  
observance
 of 
National
 
Police
 
Week  
beginning
 
with 
displays 
and  
demonstrations
 
this
 
morning
 at 
9 in 
the 
MacQuar-
rie 
Hall 
patio.
 
Richard
 
Grace.
 
assistant
 
profes-
sor 
of law
 
enforcement
 and
 
Na-
tional  
Police
 
Week  
coordinator
 
in 
San 
Jose,  
announces
 
that
 
Lambda
 
Alpha  
Epsilon
 
and 
Chi
 Pi 
Sigma,
 
department
 
fraternities,
 
will 
spon-
sor
 the
 
special  
program.
 
Theme  
for 
the 
presentation
 
is 
"Law  
Enforce-
ment
 and 
the 
Community."
 
This 
morning
 
local  
and
 Bay
 
Area  
law 
enforcement  
departments  and 
organizations
 will gather 
to
 pre-
sent examples
 of the latest 
modern  
police equipment. communications
 
services and 
technology  used in the 
public  
interest.  
This afterresur at 1:30, 
four San 
Jose 
police  officers and their dogs 
will present a 45
-minute
 
K-9  corps 
demonstrat ion. 
On Saturday, May  IS,
 from 10 
an,, to 4 
p.m., 
the San 
Jose  Po-
lice 
Department 
will 
hold  "Open 
House," with 
guided 
tour% 
of the 
police facility,
 exhibits
 
and dis-
plays.
 
The  entire
 program
 is 
free  and 
open to the 
public.
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A 
newspaper
 can 
illuminate many paths. 
It is up to the traveler to decide 
which  
route
 if 
any,
 he decides to take. 
Wynn
 
Look  
  f:ditor %Ian Koch 
Advertising
 
Mgr  
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Funeral
 Thoughts 
We'll  just 
call  him 
Joe. His 
casket 
was 
closed 
because  
he
 had 
stepped
 on 
a mine 
in Vietnam.
 What 
was left 
of 
him was in 
there because
 Joe, like 
thousands
 of 
others,  had 
been un-
wittingly 
betrayed  by his 
own  country. 
Even 
Joe's 
brother
 had 
betrayed  
him, even 
though  he 
didn't
 mean to. 
Joe's 
brother
 had served
 in Europe
 
and 
came hack 
very
 enthused 
about 
everyone
 "see\ irig their 
country."  
All of Joe's 
friends  threw a big 
going -away
 party for 
him.
 A couple of 
his friends told 
him the war was 
wrong. that he would 
regret going to 
fight in this 
war  even if he made it 
through without a scrape. A lot of the 
folks in the 
home  town told Joe how 
proud they were of him for "doing 
his duty." 
Now all
 of these 
people were at Joe's 
Staff Editorial 
funeral. Somehow, 
the  few who tried 
to get him to stay out of the service 
for awhile and think it over were the 
saddest. 
Joe's brother was very
 sad, but he 
didn't seem to comprehend how re-
sponsible 
he was for putting his 
brother in that casket.
 I hope he never 
does. 
A sergeant presented Joe's mother 
with an 
American  flag and a purple 
heart. 
You only get one purple 
heart 
for each time 
you're  hit . . . even if 
that hit tears you into 
several
 pieces. 
Something's 
wrong  with our society.
 
Almost
 everyone at 
the funeral thought
 
it was 
so
 nice that Joe 
got  an Ameri-
can flag 
and  a purple 
heart  "from a 
grateful  nation." 
I 
thought
 it was a 
hell of a lousy
 
trade for Joe's life. 
W. 
C. 
Something
 
Different
 
Hundreds of students 
milled  about, 
eating strange foods to 
the 
turn'
 of talk, 
laughter, and 
foreign music. The various 
sounds 
drowned  one another out, so 
that  
at a distance they were blended 
together 
into a constant hum. 
Faces of all colors
 and nationalities ap-
peared in the crowd.
 This mixture of 
peoples is not an 
unusual
 characteristic 
in a large group. But this time something 
was different. 
The hand* were not grip-
ping signs;
 the mouths were not set in 
grim lines; a leader was not rousing his 
followers to some cause. 
No, there was 
something  different here. 
These faces 
were  smiling and laughing. 
As all the sounds fused together, so did 
the faces, regardless of color or language. 
Staff Comment 
On
 Concern 
By 
DOANE  Y AWGER 
Where 
were  the 
,tu,hnt.?
 
WHERE 
WERE
 THE 
STL 
DENTS? 
Last  Thursday 
afternoon. student,. faculty and
 adminis. 
trators were invited 
to attend an all -school 
open-end
 discussion designed
 to 
expose
 
gripes
 about the 
educational  SyM1`111.
 
Twenty-four 
faculty
 members were 
present
 
and  23 students 
also came. 
Among  the 
faculty
 menthers present
 were several
 
deans, an 
administrator 
and professors 
from 
several
 departments.
 
There 
are approximately 
22.000  
students  
estrollssl  
at 
SJS. Many 1
  
plaints 
are 
raised about
 irrelevant 
ctirrictila  and 
in-
adequate
 professors. 'Ulm 
educational  sys-
tem 
is accused of 
turning ont 
robots.
 not 
'nth% idualists. 
indents.  tin I II 
other
 
hand,
 
are called
 apathetic
 and 
unimolsed  
in 
academic  
pursuits.
 
The gripe
 
session
 
was to 
he
 an oppor-
tunity
 for 
some  
mcanitigfol
 
interaction
 
between
 24 
aitentwe 
faciths 
and a 
large 
c  
du 
-Indent
 
group  to 
portray
 
ad., 
tpiatel  
sentiment
 from ii. 
Ii 
Ade.
 
V. 
hile
 
the 
discuss'  
was sni 
ighien.i 
uig 
and inter-
esting.
 the 
points 
expressed  
are  
not  as 
meaningf 
/duet-  so lew
 
students
 
bothered
 
to 
show up 
111 
the  gripe 
There was
 page 
sino
 
11111111iiy
 in 
the 
Spartan Daily for 
that
 
day 
and
 mimeo-
graphed Waive. aril' 
lifr.led
 
anoint!
 
the
 
(-ample,.  
Lack
 of 
publicity  
cannot
 he 
used  
as an fXell'o' for the low 
111
 
I. 
Are 
only 
23 
students
 
legitimately
 
con-
cerned 
about the 
state of 
educati
 
llll
 ? 
Those 
who 
complain
 and 
it
 
do 
nothing,
 as 
evident  by the lack 
of 
attendance
 
at 
the 
Thursday
 meeting,
 
are  
very  
ineffective  
tools in making the 
SJS  
academie
 
system
 
relevant
 to the student.
 
Apathy  
seems
 
to 
make 
legitimate
 
demands
 for
 
"reform"
 a 
little  
weak-kneed  and 
ineffectual.
 
It was 
ironic  what
 brought
 these 
people  
together.
 Not 
pleadings,
 threats, 
ideals, 
ot
 
disillusionments
  but
 food. 
What 
was the 
occasion? 
It was 
Inter-
national
 Week's
 food 
bazaar  held
 Friday 
on 
Seventh 
Street.  The
 goal of 
the foreign
 
students  
was  to raise
 money 
and to 
intro-
duce 
others  to 
their 
countries.  
But,  in-
stead, 
they  achieved
 another
 goal, a 
greater  
goal,  without
 even 
trying.
 All 
feelings  of 
prejudice
 and 
lines 
of 
discrimination
 
seemed
 to 
have  broken
 down, if 
only for 
an 
afternoon.
 And
 not one
 person 
was 
carrying a 
sign.  
-C. 
G. 
t(  
imnittio  
II PI 
7- 43 
MIN  
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The 
Iconoclast 
By DAVE 
WILLIAMS 
"You  veterans are sure lucky," 
said a 
20 -year -old student 
recently. "You don't 
have the 
draft  hanging 
over
 your head. 
If you did, 
your
 views on Vietnam 
would 
be quite different." 
Don't count on it. The views 
that
 I, or 
any veteran 
has are purely his own and 
not those of members of 
a group. 
Besides, the views I hold now would 
be 
the same even if I weren't a vet, and the 
draft has nothing
 to do with it. 
"And now, 
S.O.S.,  breakfast food of 
Servicemen,  brings you another thrilling 
chapter
 in the life of Stanislaus Worczech, 
Super Vet!
 
As our
 story opens, we find our hero, 
disguised as an SJS student, enjoying his 
Lucky Lager lunch at a local tavern. 
Playing in the background is a local 
radio station, whose music is 
interrupted
 
for a bulletin. 
"We interrupt this program for 
a spe-
cial announcement. 
The  President has de-
clared
 a state of emergency exists, and is 
I'll
 
Tell
 
You  
No 
Lies  
By
 SUSY 
LYDLE
 
Ah
  land of 
flowery
 enchantment
  
one-time 
playground for 
children  and 
their nannies, and now
 camping grounds 
for San 
Francisco's  howling hippies 
. . . 
Golden Gate Park. 
It 
would surely 
take
 at least half 
a 
dozen S  lays 
to cover and absorb 
all  the 
Park's territory, but the 
Japanese
 Tea 
Garden, the
 Academy of Science, and a 
miniature lake
 with its sailing boats 
seemed quite
 enough for one 
Sunday as 
our 
troupe  started 
out. 
Shivering
 from the gusty 
winds  
and 
30 
degree 
weather, I huddled 
beneath  a 
heavy blanket, and obviously 
was mis-
taken for a hippie. 
as strangers offered 
1111' flowers and 
flashed the peace sign. 
If I had to he a 
hippie for a slay and 
stay warm.
 that was all right with me. 
First stop 
on
 our list was the De 
Young  
Art Museum. 
We trekked
 through what
 seemed to be 
the 
endless maze of mystical and unknown 
art, venturing upon the refreshing cool 
greens and teak woods
 of the Oriental 
forms, the 
seemingly  too 
perfect  
designs
 
of 
Victorian  art, and rooms which had
 
lmen 
presened
 and reconstructed from 
the
 
Elizabethean era. 
Culture is fine for a time,  but the 
wilderneso, ontside beekoned and
 we con-
tinued our journey. 
On 
to the Academy
 of Science. 
It's
 an 
eery 
feeling  
to walk in and find 
yourself 
cornered
 by a
 
with,  yariety of wild 
animals.
 
all 
peering out of their 
glass COW'S., their 
teeth
 
glistening.  
Saying a 
silent prayer,
 hoping that
 
they'd already 
been fed, I realized
 that 
they were the 
product*  of a most 
con-
vincing 
taxidermist.
 
Passing  the 11
-foot  hulk of 
the
 Alaskan 
Bear, 
we 
encountered  
another
 
1,,pe 
of 
stuffed
 
animal  
- the 
American
 
hot slog. 
More aware of the 
tourist's
 unfettered
 
appetites  than the foot
-long 
hot dog. I sat 
as a voyeur,
 and 
watched  
as these 
animals
 
stuffed 
themselves. Those 
less hungry 
tourists
 passed by, 
unaware  of the slight
 
movement of 
these  new animals.
 
I heard
 one spectator 
comment:  "Hey. 
Martha,  they've 
really
 captured these 
ani-
mals  in their 
natural 
habitat."
 
Well, 
enough
 of these. 
horrible  beasts 
 
on 
to 
the Japanese Tea 
Garden.  
That's  
one thing 
I really admire about
 the 
Japanese 
-no  matter how 
small the 
house 
and surrounding 
land
 they always 
have gardens that 
put America's greatest
 
green thumb 
efforts
 to shame. 
As 
clumsy
 
and obtrusive as 
Americans 
are, a Japanese Tea 
Garden  is far too 
delicate and refined
 for the American 
pioneer. 
After 
walking  only a 
few  skipping 
stones
 our
 
quartet had 
managed  to sit on 
and 
break one bamboo rail 
slip and sub.. 
merge  (me leg (up to the
 knee) in a two -
(slot pond, pick at least
 one dozen flowers, 
and spill a 
pot of tea on at 
least  four 
persons.
 
Needless  to say, our 
visit  was short. In-
stead  we spread our
 blanket outside 
the 
entrance, and 
watched all the 
young,  
clean-cut 
college
 tourists enter,  
lering 
how 
many would return
 within a few 
minutes  
most  of them did! 
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calling up 
all  members of 
the reserve 
grotuul 
forces."  
Stanislaw; 
immediately  chugs 
the  rest of 
his lunch, 
dashcs to his 
jeep (cleverly 
disguised  as a '62 
Yolks)  and drives 
home 
to the 
Vets'  Cave. 
Shoe polish and Brasso 
are broken out, 
as our
 hero's feverish 
preparations make
 
Superman's 
costume  changes 
look like a 
diaper
 change. 
Then our 
hero
 faces toward 
the  Penta-
gon and 
utters the magic 
word: 
Reserve
 
Emergency 
Callup 
Activation 
Lucky  me 
Lucky
 Lager 
Suddenly  there is a loud clap 
of
 thunder 
and a 
puff  oreigar smoke,
 and there ar-
pears 
Sergeant  Worczech, 
Super  Vet! 
Black jump boots 
gleam with a spit 
shine, while 
carefully  bloused and 
starched
 
utility 
trousers  encase his mighty
 legs. 
His muscles ripple 
'neath  his mona-
grammed 
(stenciled  with Sgt. 
Worezech)  
skivvie 
shirt,  while jump 
wings  shine 
brightly on his 
chest. 
His face 
looks  like a piece of raw 
meat, 
he having
 subjected himself
 to a regula-
tion 
shave, while his 
head gleants brightly,
 
only slightly 
dimmed  by the tiny 
amount 
of fuzz 
that remains after 
he had his hair 
cut  according to 
regulations.  
Brandishing
 his shot record and
 Geneva 
Convention
 Card, the 
Sergeant stands 
ready to do battle
 at his country's 
call, 
and 
to claim his benefits under
 the 
Bill. 
Meanwhile the 
college student 
thanks 
The Powers 
That  Be for 
his  student 
deferment.
 
Time
 
To
 
Think
 
By
 PATRICIA
 REEB 
We hear a 
great deal
 about 
freedom
 of 
expression
 these days.
 "Everyone 
should 
be free
 to do his thing." 
Ereetioni,
 
it 
would
 
appear
 
f   those  
who 
carry individual 
express'
  
as
 far 
as
 
possible,
 
means  to do 
what  
ever  
you  
want.  
Is that 
really 
what  freedom 
means?  
Is 
freedom simply 
freedom
 
to 
do 
what
 ever 
we want, or 
sloes 
freedom  mean 
freedom
 
for 
something?  
The fact that
 we recognize that
 killing 
other people is 
wrong  
indicates 
we
 recog-
nize the need for certain restraints 
on our 
freedom. We are 
not  free to do whatever
 
we 
want  if it 
means  injuring
 
other 
people.  
We
 can carry that further. 
If we drink 
too much, take too many 
drugs,
 or even 
smoke  too much, the results are 
detri-
mental  to us. This indicates
 we must im-
pose  restrictions 
on our freedom 
for our 
own
 good.
 
Just
 as there are 
many ways we 
can use 
our freedom 
to undermine
 our well-being
 
and happiness,
 so there 
must
 also be 
way;
 
we can use 
freedom 
which  are 
beneficial  
to us. 
That
 is, there 
must he  a 
right way 
for  man to act 
as
 there is a 
wrong  way for 
him to 
act.
 (Right understood
 as good for
 
us, 
and wrong as bad
 for us.) For 
example,  
it is right for 
man  to be temperate,
 and 
wrong 
to be a drunk. That 
is,  to be a 
drunk is to 
be
 something less than 
what 
a man is capable 
of being, and 
therefore,  
unhappy.
 
For man to find and 
do what will actual-
ly make I   happy, he has been given 
freedom. But just as 
we were restrained 
as children
 by our parents from 
doing  
whatever  we wanted,
 so we must restrain
 
ourselves as 
adults. 
In other 
words, doing 
whatever  we want 
merely  means doing what we 
subjectively 
like. But that 
does
 not mean what we 
like  
is 
good
 for us, i.e. proper 
for  us as men 
to do. 
(We may like 
cigarettes,  but they 
are not good for us.) 
If our goal 
is happiness, 
then
 we must 
use 
freedom  to 
produce
 it. Our 
freedom,
 
then, is 
freedom
 to do the right,
 i.e. to do 
those  things 
which are 
proper  for 
men  
to do, 
and will make 
us truly happy. 
We 
may be free 
to choose 
any  course of 
action 
for our lives
 that we 
wish.  But if 
we 
do
 not choose a 
course consistent
 with 
achieving  the 
end of 
happiness,  then 
our  
freedom 
of choice 
will  have been
 of no 
avail.
 
Or to put
 it another
 way, all 
actions 
have a 
logical end. 
If we wish 
to
 produce 
corn, we plant
 corn seeds 
and  not wheat. 
If we wish
 to produce 
justice,  we 
institute
 
and carry 
out  just laws. And 
by
 the same 
measure,
 if we wish to 
produce happiness
 
in ourselves, we 
direct ourselves 
in a man-
ner 
which  will produce 
that
 end and no 
other. And not just 
any  action we wish to 
undertake is consistent with that end. 
We have, therefore, been 
entrusted with 
a great 
responsibility  by being accorded
 
freedom. That responsibility is to 
so
 direct 
our own lives that
 the end we seek  
happiness is produced. Our freedom is 
for that to find and do that 
thing  which 
it is by nature right
 for man to do. Free-
dom  is not, I contend, 
meant  to be tused 
simply to 
do
 whatever 
we
 subjectively 
wish or like. 
The 
Cross
-Eyed 
Rabbit*
 
(*Campus Crusader for 
Truth. Justice
 and Carrot Soup) 
Neither
 rain nor sleet  nor
 
etc.
 seems to 
stop the 
Earl  of Unwell 
fr   bugging 
the 
administration. 
..... sy 
thing,  too., he always 
wins  (or at 
least 
comes  darn 
close).
 
Take this 
Interim
 Statement of Student 
Bights 
and lies! ..... Abilities, for 
instance.
 
When Earl took his suspension case 
to the 
ASH 
Judiciary, 
Ill'  said 
he would 
prove 
the rights bill was 
nothing more than a 
"piece of swiss 
cheese."  
As he 
put  it, "the students get the holes 
mad the faculty get the cheese." 
Now, me being a firm believer in jus-
tice i I like 
nicalters  too), I says
 to 
him,
 T 
says, "Earl, if your 
rights
 by that state-
ment 
haye  
been
 violated, you'll
 be 
rein-
stated immediately."
 
"Wow, 
Rabbit!"  
he 
visually
 calls me 
that),  he
 said.
 "You don't 
actually
 
think  a 
student
 has 
any 
real  
rights  where the 
faculty is 
involves!, do 
you?
 Or 
haven't 
you heard about the 
double 
standard?"  
"Earl 
Hansen,  you're 
an 
agitator!"
 I 
screamed,
 pounding 
my 
carrot 
upon
 
the  
table. 
(I 
saw  a guy 
do 
that  
a few 
years  ago 
with 
his shoe and it 
got 
all  
kinds  
of 
publicity.)
 
Then I 
really 
told
 him 
where 
it's
 at: 
"Don't 
you know
 that 
the 
president  
said  
this
 rights
 statement
 is 
the 
SUPREME
 
LAW 
of the 
college?" 
"Oh,"
 
he 
said.  
"I
 didn't know.
 
I 
guess  
that 
changes  
everything."  
That  was 
before 
the 
Judiciary  
hearings
 
a few 
weeks ago. By the 
way,
 
Earl  
won. 
That is, 
he
 won in the 
Judiciary.
 
Although
 it 
is not
 
unusual
 
for 
things  
like 
this to 
he
 
forgotten.
 
Remember
 at 
least that the 
Judiciary
 
recommended
 Earl 
be reinstated at KSJS. 
Ile 
hasn't
 
been,  
though.
 Seems
 
there's  
this 
faculty 
rights
 thing
 that
 was 
written
 
a 
few  
years  
ago
 
and,
 get 
this: 
If 
you  
reprimand
 a 
tearher
 
for violating
 the
 
rights
 of 
a 
student,
 
yott  
violate  
the 
tights  
of
 the 
teacher.  
So 
naturally
 
Earl 
wasn't
 
all  
that
 
happy  
to 
see 
me 
the 
other  
day.
 
"Supreme 
law 
of 
the  
college?" 
he 
laughed.
 
"Wow,
 
Rabbit!"
 
"But 
Earl,"
 
I 
said,
 
offering  him a limp
 
carrot,
 
"haven't
 
you 
ever heard of the 
double
 
standard?"
 
JIM BREWER 
Tuesday.
 
May 
14 
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Friday  
Squad Game
 
For Gridders
 
On 
Saturday
 
With the annual
 alumni -varsity 
football game
 cancelled, the 
high-
light of spring 
training  will be 
Saturday 
morning at 10 
when  the 
players have a wide 
open
 intra-
squad game at 
Spartan  Stadium. 
The 
scrimmage  is free to all SJS 
students 
and the general
 public. 
"We plan to take  a look at 
everyone 
possible,"  quipped 
coach 
Harry  Anderson, 
"we'll
 tape the 
game on TV 
and later review the 
action, we plan
 to use every 
player 
who suits up 
Saturday 
morning." 
Anderson said 
that the compe-
tition along
 both lines is 
fierce and 
that
 the 
scrimmage
 
should
 give 
the  players 
a chance 
to
 show just
 
how 
much they 
really 
want
 to 
"Joel 
Stonebreaker,  
Bob Shan -
ley,  John 
Heydeman,
 and 
Conral
 
Pharr have 
all been 
impressive  so 
far. 
That's  not to 
say  they have 
the 
first string
 jobs, 
hut  that 
they're 
hustling  a little 
more than 
the 
player behind
 them," said
 
Anderson. 
"We've moved
 Rich Watts 
to
 
middle  
linebacker
 and it 
looks  as 
if it 
might  pay off. 
Tony
 Jackson, 
John Ferryman,
 and Watts should 
give us our 
strongest 
linebacking  
in 
years,"  remarked
 the football
 
mentor. 
In 
the  defensive backfield 
the 
Spartans 
should he 
well
 equipped. 
Al 
Saunders 
and 
IC
 
transfer 
Terry 
Kline  are the 
type  of players
 
Who could 
play for 
anybody
 on 
the West
 Coast. 
Backfield  
coach  
John Webb 
has said that 
this 
year's 
players
 should 
be
 the fastest 
, art 
TOUCHE  Al James (r), scores a 
touch against 
the defense 
of
 Spartan mainstay Rod Mora
-
Arias, as the two SJS 
fencers
 work out. Mora -
Arias 
placed third in the NCIFA 
Novice  meet 
Saturday. Ron Robinson finished sixth 
in the 
and quickest he's ever had. 
Saturday's
 intrasquad game 
should  give the coaches
 enough in-
formation on 
the
 team's strengths 
and 
weaknesses.
 Coach Anderson 
will be keeping a careful eye on 
everyone 
who  takes the field, a 
spring find could make the dif-
ference between losing and sitting 
in the 
driver's seat. 
SPARTAN
 
SPECIAL
 
No.
 2 
EVERY. 
TUESDAY
 & THURSDAY 
A hearty
 meal that will 
satisfy the 
likes  
of any ap-
petite. 
A serumpe    beef 
stew dinner. 
Made from 
tender, 
juicy
 prune beef, 
potatoes 
and  garden
 
fresh  
vegetables,
 
then 
smothered  in 
a rids brown
 gravy. 
Served 
up 
piping hot with 
bread  and
 
dairy  fresh 
butter.
 
Definitely  a mouth 
watering  
combiner 
you'll
 
find  
only
 at the Spartan House.
 But if you 
really
 
want
 to find out what this tempting
 special 
is 
like.  come on in and 
give it a 
try.
 
Don't  forget 
our 
convenient  
take
 home 
service.  
cpartaft
 
St) East 
San  
Carlos
 St. 
(corner of 
Fourth 
Ss.) 
M,Upoe
 
292-2840 
meet, while
 the girl 
fencers
 nabbed first
 and 
third  places. The
 female thrust
-and -parry core
 
also
 finished 
second
 in the 
Women's  Team  
Championships
 May 4. 
.Photo
 
by Rolled
 Moroner 
Spartan
 Girl 
Fencers
 
Win
 
NCIFA  
Novice  
The 
Spartan  
fencers
 gave a 
good  
accounting
 of themselves 
in two 
Northern  California
 Intercollegiate
 
Fencing
 Association
 INCIFA 
tournaments
 the past few 
week-
ends, with the 
women's
 first and 
second 
place  finish 
highlighting
 
the
 action. 
In the
 NCIFA Novice 
Men's and 
Women's  Novice 
Meet Saturday,
 
the
 women's team 
placed first and 
third in the nine -school 
meet,  
while 
the men came 
in third and 
sixth  
in 
their division. 
Glgi Smith 
and Marlene
 Bellow 
came
 
in 
first and third 
respectively
 
for 
the  Spartans in
 the 
women's 
division, while Rod 
Mora -Arias 
(after 61 straight wins) 
placed 
third and Ron Robinson 
sixth  for 
the 
men.  
Nancy Moran, Sally Jackson, 
Ron Halverson, and 
Tim  Mc-
Donough also competed 
for SJS 
in the novice meet. 
The
 Spartans also 
did a fine 
job 
in
 the Women's Team Cham-
pionships held May 4 at SJS. The 
female 
thrust
-and -parry 
corps  
fin-
ished a 
strong second
 to 
perenial 
power Cal 
Berkeley.  
Joanne Herderner, Tony Cannis-
saro, and Dee Good all placed 
for 
S.TS. 
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SPRING OUTINGS  
Soccer and water polo 
alumni games were 
held  Friday night. 
Booter
 
grads were impressive 
in maintaining a 4-4 tie 
while oldtime poloists 
went down 19-9. At left, 
p 
wt.  
ouqherty
 
, 
Henry 
Camacho  (dark 
jersey) battles
 Mani Gon-
zales 
and Taylor 
Hubbard  
(14)
 waits for 
an air 
ball.  Above, 
alumni
 goalie 
Bruce  Hobbs 
tries
 to 
make a save.
 
Entertain British Columbia 
Netters
 End Season
 
Tomorrow
 
Butch Krikorian's tennis squad, 
bolstered this season by some of 
the finest 
junior  college 
transfers
 
in California, winds up one of its 
most successful seasons 
evor  to-
morrow afternoon at 2 with Uni-
versity of British 
Columbia  at 
Spartan 
courts.  
Rebounding from a dismal losing 
season last year, something Kri-
korian has rarely experienced
 in 
his 12 years as Spartan mentor, 
SJS turned on the power to reg-
ister an 18-3 season 
mark. 
Highlight of the season was 
last 
week's  West Coast 
Athletic 
Conference 
championships
 
at SJS 
courts in which 
the Spartans ran 
away from 
the  rest of the league, 
registering  20 points to 
take the 
team title. 
Most of the team's 
success
 must 
be attributed to four 
talented  new-
comers 
to the squad; John Zwieg, 
Ken 
Lowell,
 Roy 
Orlando,  and 
John Reed. 
POWERFUL 
JUNIOR  
Zwieg, a 
powerful 
junior  from 
College of Mann,
 finished
 the 
season with the 
same ferver that 
earned 
him two berths as 
Golden  
Valley
 Conference 
titlist in junior 
college. 
Besides  nailing 
down  the No. 2 
spot on 
the Spartan 
squad,  Zwieg 
showed  his power
 in taking 
a sec-
ond in the 
WCAC title 
test to 
teammate Greg Shephard.
 
Lowell, an 
Ojai
 
IC
 
singles
 fin-
alist  while 
attending
 
Bakersfield  
JC, also had 
a great. season. His 
powerful game carried
 him through 
through the
 second round Of the
 
WCAC and
 earned him 
a runnerup 
spot
 in the
 doubles. 
Reed,  the old man 
of the team 
at 24, 
transferred
 from the
 Uni-
versity 
of
 Wyoming
 
after
 playing 
at College of San 
Mateo, and went 
undefeated 
over the first 
three 
fourths of the season. The 
5-6  
senior will play his last match for 
the Spartans tomorrow. 
The fourth talented transfer, 
Roy 
Orlando,
 acted as 
team cap-
tain and 
teamed 
with
 
Lowell to 
battle Shephard and 
Zwieg
 for the 
WCAC doubles crown. 
As fine as all these players per-
formed, none 
contributed  more 
than
 
No.  1 
seeded 
senior  Greg 
Shephard. 
SHEPARD'S SEASON 
Tackling some of the finest com-
petition
 in northern California, 
Shephard's season highlights
 speak 
for 
themselves.  
He was a 
finalist  in doubles 
play in the California
 State tennis 
championships
 at Portola Valley; 
winner of the 1967 WCAC 
singles  
and doubles 
championships;  repeat 
winner
 in both singles and 
doubles
 
this 
year:  and a victor over both 
Chuck
 Darley, No. 1 ranked player 
in northern 
California,  and John 
Spiegle,
 top player on a highly 
rated Stanford squad. 
Zwieg, 
Lowell,
 Orlando a n d 
Berkman all return
 next year, but 
it will 
be
 hard fin. 
Krikorian  to 
re-
place a player
 of 
Shephard's
 cali-
ber. 
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YOUNG LADIES . 
. . 
It's time for 
you to meet 
SANDY GERMAINE 
SAN JOSE STATE 
CAMPUS 
REPRESENTATIVE 
FOR 
UNITED
 AIR 
LINES
 
Last summer, Sandy
 had a wonderful time
 
and 
earned  a good salary 
flying
 
the
 friendly 
skies 
of
 UNITED as 
a 
stewardess.  It 
was
 a 
memorable experience and 
Sandy 
would  
be 
delighted  to tell you about it. 
If you
 
would  
like to find 
out 
about  
stew-
ardessing
 
with the 
world's
 
largest
 
airline,
 
come 
and  talk to her . . . 
MONDAY
 OR 
WEDNESDAY, 
BETWEEN
 
3:30 
AND 
IN
 
ROOM  
422
 
AT  
MAC 
QUARRIE
 
HALL
 
YOU
 
TOO  
MAY  
FLY 
THE
 FRIENDLY
 SKIES 
OF 
4:30  
P.M.  
AN 
EQUAL
 
OPPORTUNITY
 EMPLOYER
bed 
UNITED
 
Pr 
4--111PARTAN
 
DAST.If  
TamOW.
 
May  
14.
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Best
 
Male  
Performance
 
Art
 
in 
eineplagicJ
 
FINE
 
ARTS  
EDITOR
 S 
NOTE: 
This ,s the fourth in 
a 
series
 
of 
fiv  
reviews
 
of televoon
 shows 
nominated
 for 
this
 ymr's 
Emmy  
Awards.
 
The
 
Errunies
 
oil 
be
 presented
 on 
Sundy,  May 
I. at 
7 
p.m. 
on NBC.
 
By 
HANK  
KAISER  
special  
to
 the 
Spartan  
Daily  
These  
our
 
actors.
 as I 
foretold
 you, 
were 
all  
spirits
 and 
are 
melted  
into  
air,
 into 
thin 
air."  - 
Will 
Shakespeare.
 
Unfortunately,
 most 
of
 the 
scripts 
produced 
for 
television
 
.1.is 
season 
were 
also  air, 
hot 
air,
 and 
because 
of this,  
its 
alicult
 to 
judge  
the
 merits
 of the
 
dramatic
 
actors  
nominated
 
is 
season 
for 
an 
Emmy.  
How
 
can you 
evaluate
 an actor if 
the part
 he 
is 
offered  
him 
no 
opportunity  
for real
 
dramatic
 
interpretation
 
a see
 how 
effectively
 he 
has  
worked
 within
 his 
limitations.
 
The  
Emmy
 
nominees  
this  
year
 for 
Best 
Dramatic  
Actor 
a 
Continuing  
Series 
are 
Raymond  
Burr, in 
"Ironsides":
 
.1 
Cosby  and 
Robert
 Culp of "I Spy":
 
Ben  
Gazzara
 in 
"Run 
. 
Your  
Lite";
 anti 
Martin  
Landau,
 star
 of 
"Misaion:
 
.,aossible"
 
Raymond
 
Burr 
hasn't  
changed
 
much 
in his 
transition 
 .m 
Perry 
Mason
 to 
Officer  
Ironside;  he is 
still  a 
strong  
.aor. 
well-defined,
 
self-assured
 and
 shallow.
 He is 
certainly
 
.ti.(ctive
 as 
honside,
 but 
his 
performance  is
 
not  outstanding. 
QUITE  
BELIEVABLE
 
PERFORMANCE
 
Ben 
Gazzara  
is
 involved
 in 
one  of 
the  most 
creatively
 
..shiced 
series 
on
 the air
 this 
season  
and
 the 
highly  
com-
. 
:rent  
writers for
 "Run 
for Your
 Life" 
have 
made  
him
 seem 
:dite believable
 as Paul
 
Bryant.
 
It's 
hard
 to tell 
when 
Gazzara  is 
acting,  
however;  
this
 is 
..obably  a 
good  
characteristic,  
hut  he 
never
 seems to 
vary 
.rn one 
of two 
dramatic  
stances  and 
expressions.
 
Gazzara
 
always looks as 
if he is 
about to 
break 
into a 
toothy 
smile,  hut 
the
 fact that 
he only has 
two years 
to 
 
must be 
the restraining
 factor that
 keeps him 
in a 
con -
at state of 
grinning.  (He 
may  well grin, 
too; he'll 
probably
 
this 
year's  
winner.)  
1311 Cosby
 and Robert Culp 
who can break up a 
matched
 
?i
 
ii e 
both 
beautiful  people, and they 
definitely  
possess  
..it spontaneous, 
undefined  quality that 
creates an intensely
 
following.
 but there is a fine 
line between acting and
 
-t. having fun
 ... this season
 they may have 
crossed over. 
WILD AND 
CREATIVE
 SHOW 
Whatever
 they've done 
this
 season, however,
 the  show is 
:11  wild and creative 
and  dyniunic. and 
even
 if they aren't 
aievable 
:is secret agents, they seem
 to be two of the most 
il 
people oh the air. It may not
 earn them an Emmy again), 
; it does prove how 
well  they fit into their roles as human 
The last nominee, Martin Landau,
 is certainly a compe-
ait actor, !rut his 
character  on "Mission: Impossible" 
as 
. Hand just
 doesn't have enough depth to gain 
him the 
..imy for
 Best Actor.
 
I may he wrong, but, in the
 words of Hector Hugh 
"A Hile inaccuracy sometimes saves tons of ex-
nat
 
Public
 
Election  Holds Key 
To 
Hope  
for 
Underprivileged
 
Hope  for 
underprivileged
 
people
 
often lies
 in the 
election  of 
pub-
lic 
officials  and 
their 
performance  
once 
in office. 
Realizing  this, 
the  
ASH  
Student
 Minority
 Support
 
Commission  is seeking 
students to 
help
 people to 
register to 
vote and 
also to 
"watchdog" 
meetings 
of 
g(Wernment  
agencies.  
The
 comnrission
 
is 
sponsor in 
organizmional  sessions 
this
 
and 
next in order
 
to help the un-
derprivil-imd
 
participate  in 
govern-
ment.
 
Miu-tin.s will be held Thursday 
:it 
lip 
.m. or Wednesday, May 
22 t 
7:30  
p.m.,  at the Wesley 
Foundation.  441 S. 
10th
 St., for 
those
 
interested  in 
voter  registra-
tion.
 Volunteers will 
receive train-
ing in 
how
 to 
be a voter registrar 
or 
an assistant to a 
registrar.
 
Students who wish to 
"watch-
dog" loval 
government  
agencies  
Mel  
report  what 
happens
 may at-
tend 
a 
meeting  scheduled for 
Thursday. 
May  23, at :3 
p.m.
 or 
the 
folloysim;  day 
at 7:30 
p.m.
 at 
the 
Wesley Foundat
 ion. 
Dr. John Ballard, professor 
of 
political science,
 is faculty adviser
 
for this 
committee. He 
will  be 
helping 
to 
organize teams of stu-
dents
 to attend local City Council, 
Board  of Supervisors, 
Human
 Re-
lations Commission
 and other 
agency 
meetings. Political
 science 
credit 
can  he earned 
for this work,
 
according to 
a notice from 
the ASH 
commission 
Two Song 
Girl 
Workshops Set 
WorkshopS
 
for  women 
interested in being a song girl next 
year, 
will  be held tomorrow and 
Thursday  from 7 to 9 p.m. in 
the 
Men's Gym. 
Tryouts
 will be May 
22 at 7 p.m. in the Men's Gym. 
Head song girl for this year, 
JoAnn  Sobey, said there 
are  spots 
open for 
four
 regular song girls 
and two alternates. Interested
 
women should 
have an overall 
2.0 g.p.a., be prepared to practice 
at 
least six 
hours  a 
week, be able 
to attend all of the
 football and 
basketball games, work 
on the 
rally committee, and help with 
receptions.  
Song gills for the '67-68 season 
are: Sherie 
Kehoe,
 Vicki Kaiser.; 
JoAnn Sobey,  Joan Carlson, and , 
Spartaguide
 
Sparta  
Life
 
Changes
 
lgor's
 
Dull 
Life 
TODA1
 
Sigma
 Mu 
Tau, 
1:30 
p.m.,
 5326. 
Guest 
speaker 
will be 
Dr. 
Merck  
of the Ames 
Research
 
Labora-
tories.
 
Refreshments
 and 
discus-
sion 
will 
follow  
the 
presentation.
 
Pre
-Dental  
Hygiene  
Club,
 
3:30  
pm., S242. A 
panel
 of 
pittfossionul
 
dental hygienists
 
will 
discuss
 
the 
dental  
hygiene  
profession.
 Open 
tic
 
all 
interested
 
students.
 
Refresh-
ments 
will 
follow.  
Circle  
K, 1:30
 p.m.,
 
Cafeteria
 
B.
 
Guest 
speaker.  
Alpha
 Eta 
Sigma,
 7 
p.m..  
LC318.  
Accounting
 lab.
 
Phratermi
 
2:30 
p.m. 
Phrateres,
 
and 
Circle 
K 
orientation
 
week  
planners  
meet 
after 
(Irele
 K 
meeting. 
TOMORROW
 
Young 
ItepublIcans.
 7:30
 p.m..
 
.1C137. 
Eleetion
 st 
officots.  
Tau 
Delta
 PM,
 7:30 
p.m., 
HE3.
  
Newman
 
Center,
 11:30
 a.m.
 to 
1:30 
pan..  
Newman
 
Center,  79 
S. 
Fifth
 St. 
An 
all -you
-can
-eat
 spa-
ghetti  
lunch 
for
 
35 cents. 
Black
 
Student
 
Issues
 
Complaint
 
(Continued
 front
 Page 
1 
will 
certainly
 
make
 sure 
from 
now 
on I am 
dealing  
with
 one 
of mY 
law 
enforcement
 
majors."  
Ombudsman  
White
 says
 Jon,.
 
came to 
his 
office  
first
 after 
tip 
incident,
 He was 
out, 
so Jone,
 
a.;;;  
SJS 
President 
Robert  
D. 
anti
 
Academic  
Vice
 
belt Burns and 
dkcie,...1
 
ii 
is 
them.
 They 
advised
 Jones
 to I 
IP 
a written 
statement
 to 
Whit,
 
which 
he
 did.
 Neither
 Dr. 
Clari.
 
Dr Burns had 
a 
volhalettl
 I 
spi,  
time 
yesterday.  
White 
says 
he
 and 
Dr. Burns
 
met 
with Jones
 to 
inform  
him 
,i1 
the 
various  
courses  
he
 
could take 
Jones  
asked
 if he 
had  a 
legal
 com-
plaint
 and 
White
 
contacted  
both 
a city 
attorney
 and 
a county
 di,-
tric; attprney
 :it 
rlisskr,/:'
 11/(110.1. 
XEROX
 
COPIES
 
10c 
each 
 
Special  
Quantity  
Discounts
 
 No 
Waiting  
 Copies 
Anything  Printed 
RENT
 
(student 
rates) 
 Les. typewriters 
 New portables 
e 
Rental.purchase  
 
Free
 
delivery 
96 E. SAN 
FERNANDO 
ST. 
295-6765  
Debbie Weinper. 
*
 
HERE 
GOES 
YOUR
 MIND!
 
Ness 
Electronic  
Rock
 Sensations
 
THE 
Immo
 
STATES
 
OF 
AMERICA
 
The  
Ail -Electronic
 
TODAY  
SOUND
 
FIRST 
PENINSULA
 APPEARANCE 
of the great new Columbia Records
 
Electronic Rock 
Band 
rcaturing Hits Irmo their new 
Columbia
 olbm 
American Metaphysical
 Circus; Nerd Coming
 
Love;
 Cloud 
Garden
 of Earthly
 
Oollghts;
 Whore is Yesterday;
 Love
 
for
 
the Dead
 Chet; American 
Way  of Love: others. 
FOOTHILL COLLEGE GYM 
SAT.,
 MAY 25 at 8:30 P.M. 
Tickets: 13.80 and
 
U.N 
- Oe tele 
Now
 
0551 r-/ 
a/
 'it 
roirskt
 
& 
Country Music.
 Brown's Music/MENLO  
PARK
 
 
  ards/SAN MATEO: Tows & Country Music/MT. viEW 
Music/LOS  
ALTOS:
 Foothill
 
Cotter  
Si)
 /CUPERT1N0  
o n 
/SANTA  (-LAURA & SAN JOSE ~dell ~elm 0 0 
i 
Smazch 
was  a 
lonely slob, 
Ii-
 had no 
friends,
 no fun. Then 
one 
day 
(May
 
'20th,. he saw a 
beautiful
 
mini
-skirted
 Sparta 
Life 
walkon
 
around
 
campus.  It 
n'as love
 at 
first
 
sigh!  
r She 
deftly 
side-stepped
 
his 
rush,  
letting
 
him  fly 
sprawling
 
on the 
eonerete.
 
"Creep,"
 she 
muttered.  
"I 
only  dig 
guys  
who  read 
Sparta 
Life." 
Igor
 
immediately
 bought
 an 
is-
sue of Sparta 
Life  
and 
began
 to 
;_;rivwe
 
on
 
articles  
on a 
new,
 
stimulating
 
Pleasure
 
Machine,
 
Afro-American
 
Fashions  and 
the
 
between
 classes. 
Guys  muttered en -
June 
Job
 
Jungle.  
He
 also gazed 
with 
amazement
 at 
such 
contro-
versial 
topics  as 
more 
liberal
 
mari-
juana
 
laws,  "new -left" 
politics and 
cohabitation.
 
(Sex
 was 
very 
con-
troversial
 to 
Igor 
because
 
nobody  
had
 told 
him 
what  It 
was). 
Soon Igor 
found he was
 an "in" 
person.  
Sparta
 
Life had 
made 
him  a 
conversationalist.
 He act
 ually 
knew
 things
 about
 his 
campus 
which 
he could
 speak 
of with 
his 
friends.
 
Girls  
began
 attacking
 him 
.Summer
 
leeniaL
 
$25 
per 
month
 
per  
student
 
470 
Apts.
 
(470
 S. 
11th)
 
& 
C.B.I.
 
(215  
S. 
12th)  
* 
Fireplace..
 
* New 
Carpets  
* 
Pool
 
* New 
Furniture 
See  
Manager
 
470  S. 
I I th 
Apt.
 I 
Call  
287-6074
 or 
295-2242
 
CIGS
 
19c
 
Kleenex 
10c 
3 Hershey Bars 
Sc
 
2 Rolls 
Toilet  Paper 10c 
1 Roll Jumbo Towels 
19c 
1 Box Cheer Soap 24c 
2 Bars 
Ivory Soap 5c 
Ajax Cleanser 
5c 
Crest
 large size 
29c  
One Item With Minimum 
Purchase  
of
 
$2 
CASH 
DISCOUNT
 
ON MAJOR
 
BRAND
 
GASOLINE 
Puritan
 Oil
 Co. 
4th &
 WiIlia 
6th & 
Keyes  
10th 8, Toyior 
13th & Juliop  
viously
 when he passed. 
But 
all 
this went
 by Igor.
 He 
remembered
 
what had made hint 
so great. He 
immediately
 went out 
and 
found that 
sparkling
 mini -
skillet! 
Sparta Life girl and now
 
they are living 
happily  in a studio 
apartment
 on South 
10th Street. 
Remember.  Sparta Life, May 
20, 
and 
Igor 
Smazch.  
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Soup or Salad Bakod 
Potato - Grolic Broad 
;all 
torAd
 1.ton,:rs a yr,,scr 
. s SP:rod. '''"` 
Just 
iook
 
Expensive' 
ik*Monfp64  
Grad
 
Interviews
 
For
 
January.
 '69
 
Senior
 
graduation
 
interviews
 for
 
summer
 
1968
 and
 
January
 
1969 
graduates
 
are 
available
 
in
 the 
Registrar's
 
Office,
 
ADM102.
 
All
 
students  
expecting  to 
gradu-
ate 
by
 January 
should
 
make 
an 
appointment  
tomorrow  
or
 Thurs-
day. Interviews will be 
available
 
through the week 
of June 3. 
IV* ***** the 
student _ 
Package
 
Mailing 
Q 
BOOK
 
STORE,
 
INC.
 
Spartan
 
Daily
 
Classifieds  
The
 Spartan 
Daily does
 not 
knowingly
 
accept  
advertising  from 
advertisers
 who 
practice  
discrimination  
on
 the basis
 of 
race,
 color, creed 
or 
national  origin. 
ANNOUNCEMENTS  
11)  
AUTO 
INSURANCE  
as
 
low as $86 
per 
. 
Jr for married,
 good 
students.  
Also,
 
 
e'lent savings
 for single 
men over 
. 
Call  George 
Campbell 
244-9600.  
EVELYN'S 
FASHION 
JEWELRY.  40 S. 
Inquire  about 
ear  
piercing,
 
297 -
TOURS 
TO
 RUSSIA.
 Summer 
school in 
 
APULCO 
Work  or travel 
in
 EUROPE 
summer. 
Randy Westerburg, 
322-
- 
after  8 
p.m. 
MUSICIANS 
& SINGERS. 
Member  of 
icon
 
local group 
forming  new 
Rril3  
band. Emphasis
 on 
originals  
'eterding. 
Interested?
 292.2222/292' 
EXPERIMENT
 
BEING CONDUCTED 
 
methods  for 
overcoming  fears 
small enclosures, 
snakes,
 & 
1/ 
you have any of these 
fears,  
Miss  Phillips at 327-8340.  
WILL GIVE AWAY Greyhound puppy 
rorletely well, 
Needs 
lots 
of 
  
hospital.  
293-5249.  
IN 
SPRING  
A YOUNG 
MANS fancy 
a shIny, clean car. ASTOR'S 
r Auto Wash,  
732 S. 1st. 
WOULD YOU LIKE to achieve
 total 
& awareness 
without
 DRUGS! 
r 4,
 
hiss the answers. For in-
- a.m,n tall 244-3998. 3250 McKinley 
AUTOMOTIVE
 
Ill 
HONDA - Model SSI25 Run 298 
L,kp new. $375, 294.1087.  
05 VESPA. Exc,  cond,  
for  sale. Used 
 y little. Best 
offer.  258-6543 between 
 
sore.  
58 7-dr. FAIRLANE. Good running cond. 
and battery. Recent 
tune-up. 
, $100. 
'55 PORSCHE SPEEDSTER. Runs like a 
crrnan 
watch. New paint, top, 
,phol. 
Rebuilt  engine.  
$1485.
 298-
:4 
otter  6 
p.m. 
'66
 YAMAHA 250. Low mileage. $375/ 
 v 
292 0472. 
'60 TR3 G ryl "cod. Engine 
overhauled. 
63 PONT. BONNEVILLE 
coon.
 
Esc.
 
H. 
roverb, good 
top. $1200/ 
292-8226.  (Rick)  
'61 COMET. 
R/H Stick. 4-dr. 
Clean, 
i. rec. o hl, 
maint,  rec. 
avail. 
9365. 
E. W. Minium, Psych. 
5 
CHROME WHEELS 
FOR '61I VW, 
 ..sqbk. models. $25 each. 
Chen 294-8741 
after 10 
p.m. 
57 
CHEVY  
STAWAGON,
 R/H. Lug-
C-aod 
running
 cond.
 $200. 
5 
& 7 p.m. 
292-8226 
61 BUICK 
SPEC. 
Sta-wagon.
 Low mile-
' --'rd.
 
A.
 T., very clean
 
',,on. 
New 
brakes.  736-
65 YAMAHA
 YDS 3, 
luggage
 rack. Exc. 
Hp'ropt 
incl.
 $395. 
287-2322.  283 
 Pe, 
,d #5.  
62 
TR4  - 
Radio,
 heater & tonneau 
,..[.07;o6f7fe0r7.4'06.3
 DART.
 4-dr. Auto. 
55 ()IDS 
cond. 
$210/offer. 
Good 
,.irtery,
 shocks - Loaded. 
Must 
sell.   298.1945.
  
TEST
 
DRIVE
 
THE  NEW Fiat 124 & 950 
s 
Ca. C ll your Man 
wr,r,
 
for personal  
FOR SALE 
131 
woo
 
BONNIE  
& CLYDE 
Era  genuine 
Is, & 
fur 
coats & 
jackets, 
,It
 
10 
tgy
 
s Imports, 159 Columbus 
"-s..corner  
Pacific  
Ave. S. F. 981-5176. 
every  
day I p.m.
-7
 p.m. The 
store in 
the 
world! 
FURNITURE
 FOR 
SALE  Ceder 
chest, 
hide
-a -bed couch,
 rocker, 
tables,
 cabi-
nets, 
twn-bed, 
bookcase,  
headboard.  
Reasonable. Call
 Judy. 266-8754.  
ELAN 
METAL  SKIIS, Super 
GSL, 205cm. 
Nevada  GP Bindings. 
Bottoms  & edges 
like 
new. $85, Call Jim after 6 
p.m. 
298-1561.
  
COKE
 MACHINE. 
Genuine  Coca 
Cola  
dispensing 
machine.  Perfect for 
selling 
beer. $80, call 
Ken or Marty 287-1006.
 
VOX. 
6 -string Vox, Phantom
 electric 
guitar
 for sale. Good 
cond.  Orig. $375, 
sell for $225.
 Also 12 -string 
accoustical
 
$50 287-1006.  
EL TORO sailboat. 
Wood w/dacron 
sail. $100. HONDA 
90. '63. Dependable. 
$90. 
298-5366.
  
COLLIE
 PUPS. Champion sired. A.K.C. 
Show 
potential.  Sable & white. Raised 
with children. $75 or terms. 259-7750 
eves. 
DECORATIVE ITEMS - Hanging beads 
furniture, unusual art prints, scatter. 
rugs, kitchen ware. In good cond. Call 
Sue, 297-6702 in 
p.m. 
10' SAILBOAT
 w/trailer & acess. Best 
offer over $275. 
See to appreciate. Ph. 
286-3606.  
HEAD 360 SKIS Exc. cond. 
Marker  bind-
ings, best offer. See
 Dick Allen, 123 S. 
I I th or 293-9629.
  
SURFBOARD. White 
Owl  (86". Good 
cond.
 2 redwood, 1 balsa 
wood
 string-
ers 875. 244-1876. 
HELP WANTED 14 
RAPID WOMEN 
TYPIST.
 Accustomed 
to IBM 
machine.  Work 1/2 
days 5 days/ 
wk. Also
 oppor,  for additional
 time if 
desired. $2.25/hr. 
Call Sparta Graphics, 
297-9253.
  
GO-GO 
DANCERS NEEDED. $3-6/hr.
 
Full or 
part-time 
work.  Must be 
over 
21. Call for 
interview.  The Pink 
Poodle 
292-2676,  
COUNSELORS  NEEDED for 
fine High 
Sierra private 
girl's camp.
 
Experience  
pref.  
SINGLE WOMEN
 (20-35): CIT 
Direc-
(or, 
Sailing,  Guitar, 
Water Ballet, 
Water  
skiing, 
Trampoline,  
2 Dramatics,
 Nurse, 
SINGLE
 MEN 
(18-28): 
Purchasing  
Agent, 
Gen. 
Maintenance,  
Auto.  mech.
 
Groom,
 
Carpenter,
 Plumber,
 2 
kitchen
 
boys.
 June 
18 -Aug. 21, 
Ph. 
967-8612,   
WANTED:  
GROUPS  
OR
 individuals
 to 
play
 in a 
coffee 
house. 
Cell  
Laurie.
 296-
6816
 or Cindy,
 257-2311, 
WANTED: 
STUDENT  to 
work for room
 
& board 
on East Side 
ranch  20 min. 
from  State. Start summer 
or Fall. Call 
after 6 p.m.. 251-4615.  
CHINESE OR 
ORIENTAL bus boy 
or
 
waiter wanted. 
Waikiki  Village Restau-
rant. 15466 San Jose -Los Gatos Rd.  
DO 
YOU  NEED EXTRA MONEY? We 
have an 
opening
 for a girl to work part-
time 4 hrs/day. No exp. nec. Good 
starting salary, $2/hr. Call for appoint
 
-
meet. 287-0259. 
HOUSING 
151
 
SUMMER RENTALS AVAIL. 
Contact 
manager in apt. #1, 
633 S. 8th St. bet. 
5-6 p.m.  
WANTED: ROOM 
FOR SUMMER. Stu-
dent desires to rent room or share apt. 
Jun
-Sept.  Please write to Spartan Daily 
Classifieds if you can help.  
SUMMER 
RENTALS. 
$25-40/mo.
 
per 
student. 
Four -Seventy 470 S. 11th) Apts. 
- CBI (215 S. 12th)
 Apts. Fireplaces, 
pool, new carpets, new 
furniture.  Man-
ager at 470 S.
 
11th,
 #1 287.6074, 295- 
2 
ROOMMATES NEEDED to share 
pt, w/pool for 6.wk. summer 
j3_2Rr 
a R . a 
a 
session. 
Pay only $55/mo.
 Oil. - 
Less water. 428 S. 
11th
 *12. 292-7489. 
Ask for Earl. Please 
call  now!  
I OR 2 FEMALE ROOMMATES needed 
for
 summer. Call Bernice, 298.3171,
  
EAST PALO ALTO. 
Share  house w/ 
grad. 
stud. & 3 yr. old. Priv.  room. 
Attractively 
furn. 550/mo. 
325-0334.  
FURN. 2 sm. Studio Apts. Util paid. 
Near campus.
 $75 single, $90 
Couple. 
286.1831
 after 5 p.m.  
2 MALE ROOMMATES WANTED: 2 
bdrm. Plush apt./pool
 Parking 
$55/mo. 
Call Jim,
 246-4521,  
HUSBAND  DRAFTED: 
Need  1 or 2 
'roommates
 for summer 
8/or Fall. Prefer 
girl in 
similar  situation
 or Jr. or 
Sr. 
2 bdrm apt., 
own room Call 297-9614.
 
SUMMER APT. for 
rent.  Low rates. Furn. 
2 bdrm,  
w/study  or 3 bdrm.
 Call 297-
4835
 after 5 p.m. 
Girls  only. 
LOST
 AND 
FOUND 
161 
TOY
 FRENCH 
POODLE. 
Silver-gray.  
Reward.  Call 
298 2518 
or
 294-9992. 
448 S. 
9th,  
LI137  MAN
 ON CAMPUS 
If AK 
111E 
rANCle
 
HiAiv,ELF
 A REAL WAY 
GRAVER
 ." 
CLASSIFIED
 RATES 
Minimum
 
Three  lines
 
One 
day 
One day 
Two days Three days Four days Mt days 
3 
lines 
-.--1-0-
 ---27M- 
2.25 2.40 2.50 
-3310
 
4 lines ---2-.0-  
2.50 -T:7-5- 2.90 
5 lines 
2.50 
100 
3.25 3.40 3.50 
6 lines ---ap- 3.50 
3.75 3.90 4.00 
Add this 
amount
 for 
atiaocnhaladlidnie  
.50
 
.50 .50 .50 JO 
CHICK
 A 
CLASSIFICATION
 
n 
Announcements
 (1) 
0 
Help
 Wanted 
(4) 0 
Personals  (7) 
1] 
Automotive
 
(2) 
0 
KOWA'
 (50 
0 
Services  
(B)  
E 
For
 
Sale
 
(3) 
0 Lost 
and
 found (5) 
El 
Transportation
 (9) 
PERSONALS
 
VI / 
CUSTOM-MADE 
contemporary  wedding 
& engagement rings, diamonds, etc. 
George Larimore, now at OLD TOWN,
 
Los Gatos. 354-8804.  
SENIORS & 
GRADUATE STUDENTS. 
Why wait? FLY NAVY AS a pilot or 
flight officer. Top benefits to those who 
qualify. ACT NOW for processing by 
June. Visit Officer Procurement, NAS, 
Alameda, EAST GATE,  552-6600.  
SENIORS & GRADUATE STUDENTS.
 
Fulfill your military obligation as a Navy 
pilot or flight officer. Top benefits if 
you qualify. ACT NOW to complete 
processing by June. Visit Officer Pro-
curement, EAST GATE, NAS, 
Alameda, 
7 days a week. 
552-6600.   
MOUSE - 1 down, 3 to go. T. Bear, 
SERVICES
 181 
RENT A STEREO OR TV FROM
 Esche's. 
Free 
delivery,  
tree service.
 No 
contract.
 
Call
 251-2598.  
GUARANTEED TYPING. 
Fast, accurate, 
prompt. Will 
edit. 
21/2
 mi. from campus. 
Mrs. Aslanian. 
298.4104.,   
EXPERIENCED THESIS 
TYPING. Elec-
tric. 
Masters  - 
Reports  - Dieeerte-
floes, 
Marianne  
Tamberg.  1924 
1-lania
 
Ave. 
Call  371-0395
 San Jose.  
FAST, RELIABLE
 TYPING in my homo.
 
Reasonable  prices.
 Call 244-6581.
 Mrs. 
Baxter.
 
WEDDING
 
PHOTOGRAPHY  - 
Phone 
Jim 
Koski, 968-0944
 anytime.
  
TYPING 
- 
THESIS,
 term papers,
 
els.  
experienced  
& fast. Phone
 269-8674.
  
TYPING.
 IBM Pica,
 Experienced,
 243-
6313. 
9 a.m. to 
8 p.rn.  
FAST 
& ACCURATE 
typing. 
General
 
Secretarial.
 
Reasonable
 rates. 
266-1295. 
EXPERIENCED  
TYPING,
 EDITING,
 
spelling
 
corrections.
 292-234..  
TYPING 
- Thesis P. 
term
 
paper.
 264-
2067 & 264-3059.
 
To 
Place
 
an 
ad:  
Call at: 
Classified Adv. 
Office -J206 
Daily
 
1:30
 to 
3:30
 
  
Send
 in handy
 order 
blank.
 
Enclose 
cash
 or check.
 Make 
check 
out to 
Spartan 
Daily 
Classifieds. 
 
Phone
 
294-6414,
 
Ext. 
2465 
Na
 
refunds
 
possible
 
on 
canceled  ads. Print 
your
 
ad 
hers: 
(Count
 
eppontlrotteli  
33 
letters  and 
spaces
 let
 
each 
line) 
Pried 
Name   
Address
   
CVO 
For
     
Drys 
Enclosed
 
Is $   
  Phone 
SEND 
CHECK,
 MONEY ORDER, OR 
CASH
 TO: 
SPARTAN
 
DAILY  
CLASSIFIEDS,  
SAN JOSE
 STATE COLLEGE, SAN JOSE,
 CALIF. 95114 
Please allow 2 
days  after placing 
for  ad 
to 
appear.  
